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Several findings and recommendations contained in the final report as well 
as prior interim reports of this study have been incorporated into design 
practice and are contained in the Geotechnical Manual of the Division of 
Materials, Kentucky Department of Highways. Subsurface exploration and 
settlement and stability analyses are now routinely performed at bridge 
approach sites where the embankments are twenty (20) feet or more in height 
or where poor foundation conditions exist. This policy is a direct result 
of information gained during the course of the study. Hence, site specific 
investigations are conducted. As a result of this study, the long-term 
target factor of safety is 1.8 (geotechnical manual). When 1.8 cannot be 
obtained using available fill material, select granular material (Standard 
Drawings RGX - 100 and RGX - 105) is recommended. However, regardless 
of the results of the stability analyses, the geotechnical manual 
requires that select granular material be used when there are ample 
quantities of suitable granular material available from roadway excavation 
or when there is a likelihood of undesirable materials, such as soil-like 
shales, being used to construct the approach embankments. In situations 
where granular material must be processed or transported long distances, 
the geotechnical manual recommends that it may be more economical to 
flatten embankment slopes with a longer bridge structure. 
Steps also have been taken to implement several other recommendations 
contained in the final report. For instance, some recommendations, which 
include specifying extra compactive effort of materials within a 
specified distance from the end of the abutment (especially when shales are 
used -- a special compaction provision has been written, adopted by the 
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, and approved by the FHWA for state wide 
use), using the empirical approach for estimating creep settlement of 
embankments and for the design of approach embankments, and using the 
empirical ·method for estimating the rate of foundation consolidation have 
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been presented and are being considered by geotechnical designers in the 
Division of Materials and Bridges of the Kentucky Department of Highways. 
Information gained from this study has been valuable and designers are of 
the opinion the benefit - costs ratio of this project will be significantly 
high. 
Very truly yours, 
. _,.,), / ·--- __/ -"t<J:: ?7_.)i...-
R. K. Capito, P.E. 
State Highway Engineer 
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INTRODUCTION 
Differential settlement between the highway pavement and bridge deck 
not only presents a hazard to rapidly moving traffic but creates a r,ough 
and uncomfortable ride. Additionally, these surface faults require 
costly maintenance that usually involves either mudjacking or patching 
the approach pavement; where a heavy traffic flow exists, this 
maintenance operation may tend to impede normal flow. Moreover, 
settlement of bridge approaches adversely affects the durability of road 
and structure. 
Bridge abutments, and therefore bridge decks, usually are founded on 
relatively stable foundations such as rock or point-bearing piles driven 
to rock and, practically speaking, cannot settle. The highway pavement, 
however, is located on an embankment and foundation that are potent,ially 
free to settle. The extent to which either settlement of the embankment 
or foundation contributes to the approach settlement will obviously 
depend on the particular conditions existing at any given site. Based 
on previous studies (1-17), factors which may lead to differential 
settlement between the highway pavement and bridge deck may be 
summarized as follows: 
1.  primary consolidation o f  the embankment foundation, 
2 .  secondary compression and shear strain of the foundation and 
embankment, 
3. improper compaction of the approach embankment, 
4. loss of material from and around the abutment and approach 
pavements, 
5 .  lateral and vertical deformations, or creep, of the bridge 
approach embankment, and 
6. lateral squeeze of the embankment foundation resulting from 
settlement. 
Baaed on results of a study completed in 1968 (l) and unpublished 
data obtained from instrumented sites after 1969, primary consolidation 
of embankment foundations at the study sites had frequently occurred 
before placement of the bridge approach pavements. In those cases, 
there generally was sufficient time for the completion of primary 
consolidation. However, long-term measurements at two sites, as 
described below, showed that secondary consolidation may contribute to 
the settlement of bridge approaches. Improper compaction of the 
approach embankment may lead to both short- and long-term embankment 
settlement, especially in embankments of relatively large heights. Poor 
compaction observed in studies conducted in 1968 (1, 2 )  oftentimes leads 
to the loss or internal erosion of aoils from around the abutment and 
approach pavements and, consequently, a loss of pavement support. 
Finite element analyses of embankments showed that large vertical and 
• 
lateral deformations may occur in relatively large approach embankments. 
To minimize bridge approach pavement settlements, each of the above six 
factors must be examined at a given site. In certain situations, all of 
the factors may be significant; in o.ther cases, only some of the factors 
may be important. Generally, detailed subsurface and geot�chnical 
studies will be required to determine the importance of each factor. 
SCOPE AND OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this study was to observe long-term movements of 
six bridge approach embankment sites. A variety of means and 
instruments, including optical surveys, visual inspections and photo-
documentation, slope inclinometers, mercury-filled settlement gages (1), 
settlement platforms, and piezometers were utilized to monitor 
2 
movements. Not all Illites were fully instrumented; nor were all sites 
fully observed. The 11elected sites were constructed at different times 
during the period 1 966 to about 1978.  The atudy period extended from 
1 966 to 1985. Data and observations obtained at each Illite illustrate 
the significance of the six factors listed above. Of primary interest 
was the magnitude and rate of lateral and vertical movements of bridge 
approach embankments over a period of 11everal years. Although small 
movements might occur for one or two years (that is, movements on the 
order of about 0 . 2  to 0 . 5  inch per year) , a major question is the 
cumulative effects of those movements over several years. 
CASE HISTORIES 
Case histories covering a period of aeveral years are described 
below. Detailed descriptions and geotechnical data of several of these 
sites have been described elsewhere ( 1 ) .  
LEXINGTON RELIEF ROUTE -- FAYETTE COUNTY 
The Lexington Relief Route Parkers Mill overpass is locateo on the 
Lexington Peneplain a mildly karst and gently rolling plain 
containing no prominent knobs or hills -- of the Inner Blue Grass Region 
of Central Kentucky. This site (Station 576+13 to Station 577+63) is 
11ituated approximately two miles southwest of downtown Lexington. In 
the vicinity of the crossing (Figure 1), the approach embankments are 
approximately 20 feet in height. Depth of the foundations is 
approximately 12 feet (Figure 2 ) .  The approaches 11lope downward from 
each end of the bridge on an approximate two -percent grade, and at 
approximately 250 feet from the ends of the bridge, embankment heights 
are about 6 or 8 feet. The approach embankment soils are silty clays 
3 
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2 .  Typical Croas Section o f  Embankment and Foundation, Sta tion 
575+65, Pa rkers Mill Road Ov erpass.  
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and were compacted in lifts measuring about 12 inches. A single-point 
mercury-filled settlement gage (1, 5) was installed at centerline of 
original ground, Station 575+65 , on the northwestern approach 
foundation. 
Exposed formations of the Inner Blue Gress Region are a aeries of 
sedimentary deposits composed chiefly of limestone with many interbedd ed 
shales and some clays. The outcrop pattern of this region is controlled 
by the Cincinnati Arch. The region can be considered as an old base 
plain that has been uplifted, and now is being dissected by the present 
erosional cycle. Consequently, the drainage is well developed 
throughout the region. Foundation soils at the site are residual 
chocolate-brown silty clays developed mainly from limestone or 
calcareous shales. Although those soils are relatively plastic, they 
are well drained because the joints, cracks, and solution channels of 
the bedrock allow water to escape rapidly. Aa a result, those soils 
develop a fragmentary structure that creates a highly permeable unit. 
Four boril!gs made at the northwestern approach foundation penetrated 
limestone approximately 1 2  feet below ground elevation. 
A comparison of predicted ·and .observed settlements (Figure 3) of the 
northwestern approach foundation shows poor agreement (1). Observed 
settlements occurred rapidly, but were slower than the predicted rate. 
The observed magnitude of settlement was only 20 percent of the 
predicted settlement. Those exaggerated differences are due in part to 
the over-consolidated condition of the foundation soils. Measurements 
of settlement at this site show that the foundation has stabilized. The 
data also show that secondary consolidation of the foundation is not a 
contributing factor. 
5 
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Approximately half of the northw estern approach embankment w as 
completed between Hay 5-20 , 1966 , and the entire embankment was not 
completed until September 10,  196 6 .  Approximately a aonth later, the 
abutments - - placed on end- bent piles driven to bedrock -- were 
completed. In the later part of November 1966 , the approach pavements 
were placed . Thus , the approach foundation had roughly four months to 
consolidate under the load of the entire embankment .  
Initial elevations of points on the northwestern approach pavements , 
obtained December 1 ,  196 6 ,  and a subsequent set of elevations of those 
points , obtained June 4 ,  1968 , are shown in Figures 4 and 5 .  Those data 
show that the approach pavements have settled approximately 0 . 3  to 0 . 5  
inch in the 1 8  months between readings. The " settlement cradle" , as 
depicted in Figure 5 ,  is about 7 5  feet in length for the exit approach. 
The settlement cradle of the entry approach (Figure 4 )  is about 175  feet 
in length. The observed t ime-settlement curve ( Figure 4) reveals that 
the foundation settled approximately 0 . 2  inches after placement of the 
approach pavement s .  Approach settlement at this site is due mainly to 
settlement of the foundation and in part to settlement of the 
embankment . Although many bridge approaches on this route have been 
patched, total settlements are typically less than about 1 to 2 inches . 
Approaches at this site were patched on July 23-24 , 1968. 
In 1973 (17) , soil samples w ere obtained from the northw estern 
approach embankment . Consolidated-undrained triaxial compression tests 
with pore pressure measurements were performed. As shown in Figure 6 ,  
the effective stress parameters (> '  and c• of the embankment soil were 
28 . 5  degrees and 606 pounds per square foot , respectively . The 
effective stress parameters(> '  and c' of the foundation soil.were 28.8  
7 
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degrees and 2 14 pounds per square foot , as shown in Figure 7 .  A 
stability analysis of the approach embankment was performed using the 
HOPK-I slope stability computer program (18) . The long-term factor of 
safety obtained from those analyses was 2,53, The critical circle is 
shown in Figure 8 .  
Based on visual inspections conducted in 1985 , relatively amall 
movemen ts of the approach embankmen ts have occurred at this site since 
1966 . View s  of the exit and en try approach pavements , as they existed 
in February 1985, are shown in Figures 9 an d 10, respectively. A side 
view illustrating the verticality of the exit approach abutment is shown 
in Figure 1 1 .  Although the approaches have been patched, as shown in 
Figures 9 and 10 , the patching is very thin and extends about 50 feet 
from the ends of the bridges . The abutmen ts have remained very stable 
over a period of 18 years , that i s ,  they are still plumb an d not tilted 
or shifted horizontally. No secondary (or very nominal) settlemen t 
occurred at the site. The approach embankmen ts have high stability (FS 
- 2 .53 ) .  The approach embankmen ts at the Parkers Mill site were 
compacted very well and approach settlemen ts are less than about 1 inch. 
I 24 EDDY CREEK - LYON COUNTY 
I 24 crosses the Eddy Creek basin in Western Kentucky approximately 
6 miles southeast of Eddyville and 4 mi.les east of Barkley Lake.  
Physiographically , the dominan t feature of the area surrounding the site 
is Ba rkley Lake, which was formed within the last decades by damming the 
Cumberland River near Gilbertsville . Eddy Creek is s:l.tuated in the 
Western Pennyroyal, a division of the Mississippian Plateau; and it is a 
prominent tributary of Barkley Lak e .  
Lakes" positioned to the west 
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Figure 9 .  View of Northwestern Bridge Approach (Exit Side) , Parkers 
Mill Road Overpa s s .  
· Figure 10. View of No.rthveatern Bridge Approach (Entry Side) , Parkers 
Mill Road Overpaaa.  
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Figure 11. Side View of Northwestern Bridge Approach Abutaeut (Exit 
Side ) ,  Parkers Mill Road Overpass.  
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constitutes a transition in geology between Cretaceous and Tertiary 
sediments of the Jackson Purchase Region and outcrops of Mississippi an 
limestone of the Western Pennyroyal Region. The mildly rolling karst 
t opography of the area lying close t o  the site i s  dotted with limestone 
sinkholes and contains amall local relief .  The landscape reflects 
intense faulting. Near the basin,  the topography is moderately rugged 
and more mature . In 1965 the basin was inundated by impounded waters of 
Barkley Lake. 
In the immediat e vicinity of the I-24 crossing , the basin i s  about 
1 ,400 feet wide, extending from Station 3681-+<>0 to St ation 3695+00 
(Figure 12).  The depth of water in the basin measures 8 feet at normal 
pool elevation of 359 feet . The floor of the basin is level and li es 
near elevation 351 feet . From Station 3682+80 t o  Station 3680+70 (north 
side) , the original ground line rises gently on a grade of about 13 
percent ; on the south side , beginning at Station 3693+25 and ending at 
Station 3695+50, the original ground line slopes moderately on a grade 
of 16 percent . Prior to the time of inundation by waters of Barkley 
Lake , Eddy Creek carved a channel roughly 80 feet wide, extending from 
about Station 3685+25 t o  Station 3686+2 0 ,  and about 1 2  feet deep , 
elevation 339 feet t o  elevation ·351 feet , in the basin floor. The 
foundation of the basin is composed of recent alluvium deposits ranging 
in thickness from 20 t o  40 feet .  
From older t o  younger, the geological formations near the site are 
the St . Louis and St e .  Genevieve limestones (Me ramec Series) of th e 
Mi ssissippian System ,  loess (Pleistocene Series) , and alluvium of the 
Q uaternary System. The five borings apparently penetrated the lower 
member of the St. Louis limestone. 
14 
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Construction consisted of an embankment approximately 35 feet high 
across the lake area and twin bridges across the Eddy Creek channel. 
After studying the Illite in 1965 , the engineering firm responsible for 
final plans reported that the total calculated settlement of the 
foundation under the load of the proposed embankment would be on the 
order of 4 feet , and at least 3 years would be required for 
consolidation to reach 100 percent . Those values were apparently 
calculated from classification data and Terzaghi and Peck's liquid limit 
formula • The firm noted also that , without artificial drainage of the 
foundation, failure of the embankments would be imminent due to 
excessive pore pressures. Consequently, vertical sand drains with a 
sand blanket and berm embankments for accelerating founda tion 
settlements were recommended. Moreover ,  a controlled rate of loading 
was specified. 
Design of the embankment and berms , as recommended , is shown in 
Figures 12 and 1 3 .  The berms and main embankment were t o  be constructed 
of free draining granular material to a maximum elevation of 364 feet , 5 
feet above normal pool elevation. High-water level was expected to be 
about 6 feet below the shoulder. The top portion of the embankment , 
from eleva tion 364 feet to grade elevation, was to be constructed of 
unclassified roadway material. 
Vertical sand drains and a sand blanket were desirable from a 
s tandpoint of minimizing long-term, post-construction settlements. 
However ,  from an economical standpoint , the drains were objectionable ,  
primarily because they would have to be installed under water. The cost 
of the drains as determined by the Division of Design was in excess of 
one million dollars.  
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Figure 13. TJpieal Cross Seetion of Approaeb Embankment and Foundation, 
Station 3688+00, I 24 over Eddy Creek. 
In the summer of 1966 , a s tudy was initiated to investigate the site 
and recommend safe construction l imitations. Primary objectives of the 
s tudy were to seek a suitable alternate plan of construction that would 
not require vertical sand drains and to check the adequacy of the 
foundation to support the proposed embankment without failure or 
excessive post-construction settlements .  Although the original schedule 
of the Eddy Creek project had not specified early construction , 
arrangements could be made to contract this section of I 2 4  well in 
advance of projects on either end. 
Shelby-tube and split-spoon soil samples were obtained from five 
drill holes.  Sampling was performed with a mobile drill rig mounted on 
a barge. Inspection of those samples revealed that the upper 40 feet of 
the foundation was composed of wet to saturated, sof t ,  alightly organic 
silts and clays with some sand, apparently in lenses. Due to the 
limited number of borings , the horizontal extent of the sand lenses 
could not be determined. The silts and clays were underlain by what 
appeared to be a gravel hardpan having standard penetration values in 
excess of 100. Natural moisture contents of the foundation material 
ranged between 17 and 63 percent . Unconfined compression tests , 
consolidated-undrained triaxial tests with pore-pressure measurement s ,  
and one-dimensional consolidation tests were performed on specimens 
trimmed from Shelby tube samples. The average effective angle of 
friction, fJ', was 31 degrees , and the average effective cohesion , c' • 
was 120 pounds per square foot . Fourteen one-dimensional consolidation 
tests were performed. Details of those tests and laboratory results are 
given elsewhere (1) . 
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Stability analyses were made for various conditions of loading and 
foundation consolidation. Factors of safety are shown in Table 1 .  
Shear strength of the embankment was assumed to b e  equal to that o f  the 
foundation in the analyses. A typical cross aection of the embankment 
and foundation used in those analyses (and the consolidation analyses) 
is shown in Figure 13 . The short-term factor of aafety (no 
consolidation) was inadequate for all embankment and berm 
configurations. However, the long-term factor of aafety ( complete 
consolidation) was 2 . 8 4  for a berm 18 feet in height by 7 5 feet in 
width. Inasmuch as the short-term factor of aafety for this berm was 
almost adequate (FS • 1.03) and the effective stress factor of safety 
for an average excess pore pressure as high as 15 pounds per square inch 
(head of water reaching 10 feet above the berm) was adequate (FS • 
1.35 ) , the analyses strongly indicated that the embankment could be 
constructed at a normal rate without sand drains with little risk of 
failure. 
The calculated average ultimate settlement was 16 inche s ,  which was 
some 32 inches less than the value obtained from index tests and 
Terzaghi and Peck' s formula. The degree of consolidation as a function 
of time with and without vertical sand drains is shown in Figure 14 
(both curves were corrected for an assumed loading period of 100 days) . 
For the case of no sand drains the curve show s that 50 percent of 
ultimate settlement would be obtained in 240 days and 90 percent would 
require about 890 days . ln the case of sand drains spaced 15 feet 
apart , assuming the permeability is the same in all directions , that i s ,  
Cv/Ch • 1 . 0 ,  and assuming no smear , 5 0  percent of ultimate consolidation 
would be reached in about 80 days whereas 90 percent would require 170 
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TABLE 1 • SIMMARY OF SAFETY FACTORS, 1•24 OYER EOOY CREEK, LYON COUNTY 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
UN I T  WEIGHT 
(I b/ft3l 
BE!t4 WIDTH 
(feet) 
BERM HEIGHT 
(feet) 
SHORT-TERM 
F�CTOR OF S�FETY 
LONG-TERM 
F�CTOR OF SAFETY PORE-I'RESSLRE CONDIT ION 
------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------
120 
120 
120 
120 
0 
50 
75 
75 
0 
15 
16 
16 
.75 
.89 
1.03 
2.64 fqu lval•nt 'lo static nter 
tebl• at elevation of berm 
�----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
120 75 
120 75 
18 2.37 
16 1.ee 
Equivalent 'lo static WB'ter 
table 10 feet above berm 
elevation 
Equivalent 'lo static Witter 
table 20 feet above berm 
elevation 
----- --------- --- ----- -------------·----·----- -
120 75 16 1.35 
----------------------- - -------------------------- ------------------------
20 
Equivalent 'lo static "'ter 
table 30 feet above berm 
elevation 
--- ·-- ----
\ . li: 
Jt:-------------.. 
10 
.. 
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Figure 14.  Degree of Consolidation-Time Curves ,  with and without 
Vertical Sand Drains , I 24 over Eddy Creek, Lyon Count y .  
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Figure 1 5 .  Observed and Predicted Time-Settlement Curve s , Centerline, 
Station 3688+00 ; Eddy Creek. 
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days . The desirability of vertical sand drains was thus readily 
apparent . T ime required for the embankment to set prior to constructin� 
a permanent pavement , and to keep settlement of the bridge approaches 
within a tolerable range, was about 4 months with aand drains and 20 
months without Band drains. Therefore, the consolidation analyses 
indicated that , without sand drains , an objectionable amount of 
settlement would occur if a permanent pavement was placed sooner than 
about 1 . 5  years after construction of the embankment . 
Based on results of the stability and consolidation analyses , the 
following recommendations were made:  
1.  The embanlanent and berms should be constructed without sand 
drains . Piezometers should be installed along the centerline at about 
200-foot spacings . A piezometer reading of 15 pounds per square inch on 
a gage at the elevation of the berm ,  364 feet (an elevation head of 374 
feet) would correspond to a long-term factor of safety of 1 . 35 .  This 
reading was considered to be the practical safe l imit .  
2 .  Either no pavement or only a temporary pavement should be 
constructed before foundation consolidation was at least 75 percent 
completed (approximately 12 inches) indicated by aettlement platforms or 
gages along the centerline at 200-foot spacings . 
3 .  Early construction of the project be specified to increase the 
consolidation period prior to paving . 
4 .  The contractor be prepared , if necessary , to use a controlled 
loading rate. 
A second alternate construction plan, which also did not involve 
vertical sand drains , consisted of displacing , either partially or 
completely, the soft foundation material with fill material . This plan 
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was never formally proposed , but it was considered more economical than 
sand drains . 
In the latter part of April 111 67 , six settlement platform_s were 
installed by the contractor at the following location& (see Figure 1 2 ): 
1 .  Station 3683+50 on centerline , 
2 .  Station 3688+0 0 ,  7 2  feet left of centerline , 
3 .  Station 3688+00 , 7 2  feet right of centerline , 
4 .  Station 3688+00 on centerline , 
5 .  Station 3691+00 on centerline , and 
6 .  Station 3692+00 on centerline. 
These platforms consisted of a 3- by 3-foot steel base and screwed 
extensions of 2 . 5-inch diameter steel pipe, approximately 5 feet in 
length. 
Construction of the approach embankments across the lake area began 
in the early part of May 19 68. The first stage of construction involved 
building the rock fill that formed the outer perimeter of the berms ( see 
Figures 1 2  and 13) . The rockfill was located approximately 1 7 0  feet 
right and left of centerline. Approximately 5 6 , 977 tons of limestone 
was trucked to the project for this purpose. The operation began by 
dumping rock at the lake edge; this rock was pushed into the lake with a 
tractor dozer to prepare a platform of sufficient size 1 foot above 
water. Upon completion of the first lift of rock , a second lift was 
immediately started to shape the rockfill according to the typical 
section shown in Figure 1 3 .  
The second stage o f  construction consisted o f  placing 1 3 1 , 731 cubic 
yards of a mixture of sand and gravel fill inside the rock embankment to 
elevation 364 fee t .  Approximately 54 , 847 cubic ya"rds of this special 
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granular fill was delivered to the aite by barges. This material was 
pumped into the barges from the bed of the Tennessee River at a point 10 
miles from the site. Upon reaching the site, the ba rges were parked 
parallel to the rock embankment and unloaded by cranes operating from 
the top of the rock embankment. The remainder of the granular material 
was composed of a blend of locally available bank gravel and sand with a 
clay content of less 
(elevation 364 feet) 
than 10 percent. From the top of the 
to the grade elevation (a bout 386 feet) , 
berm 
the 
remainder of the embankment was constructed of unclassified roadway 
soil. 
Four double-tube piezometers were installed a t  the following 
locations ( see Figure 12 ) :  
1 .  Station 3683+00 on centerline, piezometer tip at elevation 335 
feet ; 
2 .  Station 3688+00 on centerline , piezometer tip at elevation 329 
feet ; 
3 .  Station 3690+00 on centerline , piezometer tip at eleva tion 332 
feet ; and 
4 .  Station 3692+00 on centerline, piezometer tip at elevation 329 
feet . 
On about October 8 ,  19 68 , the top portion of the southern approach 
embankment was completed , but the northern approach embankment was not 
completed until about December 30 , 1968. 
Observed and predicted time-settlement curves for the southern 
a pproach foundation are shown in Figures 15 through 19 . Measurements 
obtained from the settlement platforms cover a period of approximately 2 
to 3 years. This measurement period was sufficient to determine 
settlement patterns of the approach embankment foundations . 
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Based on results of the 1966 foundation s tudy , construction 
procedures adopted and used for the l-24 Eddy Creek crossing were: 
1 .  The embankment and berms were constructed without sand drains; 
piezometers were installed along the centerline at about 200-foot 
intervals to monitor foundation pore pressures and to insure that those 
pressures did not ex ceed predetermined critical values. 
2 .  No pavement was to be constructed before the foundation 
consolidation was at least 75 percent completed as indicated by 
settlement platforms placed along the centerline at about 200-foot 
intervals.  The consolidation analysis indicated it would take 
approximately 3 years for the completion of primary consolidation, based 
on the aSSIDDption of double drainage , that i s ,  pore water in the 
foundation under the applied stress of the embankment would drain toward 
the top and bottom of the foundation. At about mid-depth of the 
foundation, sand was encountered in two of five drill holes . The 
horizontal extent of this material was indeterminate. If · the sand 
extended horizontally throughout the foundation, the consolidation 
analysis showed that primary,consolidation would have been completed in 
slightly less than 1 year. 
3 .  Early construction of the P.roject was specified to increase the 
time for consolidation prior to paving in an attempt to eliminate, or 
minimize , post-construction settlement . 
From a standpoint of preventing an embankment failure and a large 
amount of post-construction foundation settlement , the adopted 
construction procedures were succes sful. Shortly after completion of 
the embankments ,  primary consolidation ceased and secondary 
consolidation began , as revealed by settlement measurements obtained 
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from May 1 968 , the s tart of cons truction, to July 1969 , s time interval 
of 400 days. The rapid completion of primary consolidation was not 
expected , although not totally unexpected , since pas t experience at 
other bridge s ites had shown generally that observed primary 
consolidation ended sooner than expected. The large discrepancy between 
the time at which primary consolidation ceased and the predicted time 
for completion has been attributed to difficulties in defining actual 
field drainage boundaries at the s ite. 
In July 1969 , it had been estimated that s econdary consolidation 
would continue for several years and its magnitude would not exceed 3 
inches . This prediction was bas ed on the assiDDption that s econdary 
compress ion, Hsec• of the foundation would appear as a straight line in 
the plot of s ettlement as a function of logarithm time , or 
mathematically would obey the following expression: 
where 
Haec • settlement from s econdary consolidation, 
Cs • coefficient of s econdary consolidation determined from 
laboratory consolidation tes ts or field settlement 
measurements , 
Ht • initial thickness of compressible s tratiDD or laboratory 
sample , 
(1) 
Tsec • useful life of s tructure or time for which settlement is 
significant , and 
TP • time to completion of primary consolidation. 
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No reliable method is available for estimating secondary 
settlements, and Equation l is only approximate .  However, the equation 
gives an indication of possible continuing aettlement. Observed 
settlement readings obtained from May 1968 to July 1969 were not 
aufficient to determine future secondary settlement, but they did 
indicate that secondary settlement would continue . Since July 1 969, 
additional settlement readings were acquired and significant aspects of 
those readings are discussed below. 
Measurements obtained from Ma y  1968 to June 1971, a time interval of 
3 years, on settlement platforms located at Station 3688-H>O, 7 2  feet 
left of Station 3688-H>O, 72 feet right of Station 3688-H>O, Station 
3691+00 and Station 3692-H>O (southern approach foundation) are shown in 
Figures 15 through 1 9 .  Set tlement data are plotted as a function of 
logarithm of time . Data obtained from May 1968 to April 1970 from a 
settlement platform located on the northern approach foundation at 
Station 3683+50 are shown in Figure 20. The time, T100, shown in the 
figures is the end of primary consolidation and was determined by 
intersecting the straight-line portion of the secondary compression 
curve with the tangent at the point of contraflexure on the primary 
compression portion of the curve. It is an empirical procedure; 
however, i t  has been shown to yield a close approximation to the end of 
primary consolidation. 
Observed secondary compression appears as a straight line in the 
plots, Figures 15 through 20, of settlement aa a function of logarithm 
time and can be expressed mathematically by Equation 1 .  Therefore, the 
atraight line in each plot was projected over an assumed design life of 
2 7 . 4  years (10, 000 days) . The amount of secondary compr�ssion is 
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Station 3683+50; Eddy Creek . 
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constant for any given cycle of logarithm time. For instance , at 
Station 3688+00 , on centerline , the s econdary compression (3 . 2  inches) 
occurring during the cycle of 100 to 1 ,000 days is the same as for the 
logarithm time cycle of 1 ,000 to 10 ,000 days as well as for the cycle of 
10,000 to 100,000 days ( 2 7 . 4  years to 2 74 years) . Hence, i t  is apparent 
that secondary compression will continue for a long period of t ime , but 
the rate at which it occurs decreases rapidly with increasing time. 
Consequently, after 2 7 . 4  years the effect of secondary compression on 
settlement of bridge approach pavements can be considered insignificant. 
Settlement of the approach foundations at this site is further 
illustrated in Table 2 ,  a s ummary of measured primary snd s econdary 
settlements and projected secondary settlements from data in Figures 1 5  
through 20. Primary compression of the southern approach foundation 
ranged form 12 to 18 inches ; for the northern approach foundation, 
compression was 7 inches • .  At all locations , primary compres sion ended 
rapidly, requiring only 3 to 5 months from the s tart of construction. 
In earlier time intervals , secondary compressions are relatively 
large, but decrease with increasing time; they become insignificant 
after 2 7 . 4  years. Hence , it is apparent from these data that , had the 
approach pavements at this site been constructed shortly after 
completion of the embankment , they would have required maintenance by 
197 1 .  Consequently , the benefit of s pecifying early construction at 
bridge s ites of this type is evident . 
As shown in Table 2 ,  total secondary compression of the approach 
foundations occurring between t100 ( end of primary compression) and 
2 7 . 4  ranges from 2 . 1  to 6 . 2  inches and averages 4 . 4  inches. Predicted 
secondary compression varies between 0 . 7  to 2 . 3 inches. The field 
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E 2, SIJ4MARY OF I'll !MARY AND SECONOo\RY SETTLEMENTS, 
I 24 ACROSS EDDY CREEK, L 'ION COUNTY 
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--- - INTERVAL 3688+00 3688+00 3688+00 3692+00 3691+00 3683+0 
FRQ4 TO I YEARS) 72 R I GHT  72 LEFT 
--- -- -------------- -------- --- ------
ory Oonool ldatlon 0 T I OO  0.27 16,2 
0 T I OO  0,41 1 5.4 
0 T I OO 0.34 2. 1 
0 TIOO 0.34 17.3 
0 T100 0.41 1 7. 9  
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3 5 2 o.e 0.7 0,3 0,6 0,6 0,4 
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1 5  20 5 0,4 0,6 ' 0,2 0.3 0,3 0.3 
20 25 5 0.3 0.3 0, 1 0,2 0,2 0,2 
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Settl .. ent : 
,roaches paved I n  2.6 2.6 1 , 0  2.3 1 , 9  1 , 6  
a ld-1972 
lroeches paved I n  2,2 2.3 o.e 2.0 1 . 6  1,4 
l ld-1973 
----- ---
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Figure 21 . View of Northern Entrance Approach Pavements ,  Eddy Creek, 
1984 . 
Figure 22 . View of Northern Exit Approach , Eddy Creek, 1984. 
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Figure 23.  View of  Southern Entrance Approach, Eddy Creek , 1984 . 
Figure 2 4 .  View of Southern Exit Approach , Eddy Creek, 1984 . 
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coefficient of secondary consolidation, C8, was approximately 0 . 007 . 
The ratio of projected to predicted total secondary compression was 
approximately three at three locations and five at another location. 
Approach pavements at this site were constructed in 1 9 7 6 ,  some 8 
years after the start of construction of the approach embankments . 
Settlements of the approach pavements due to secondary compression is 
less than about 0 . 5  inches. Views of the approach pavement observed in 
1985 , 9 years after placement, are shown in Figures 21 through 24.  The 
approach pavements have settled only slightly. 
I 64 , BULL FORK CREEK -- ROWAN COUNTY 
I 64 crosses Bull Fork Creek and Bull Fork Road over twin brid�es, 
Station 2396+56 to Station 2400+82 ( Figure 25) , in the Knobs Region of 
northeastern Kentucky. Bull Fork Creek basin is approximately 1 , 900 
feet wide, beginning at Station 2384+00 and ending at Station 2403+00. 
The eastern approach embankment is approximately 7 5  feet high; the 
western approach is approximately 65 feet high. The embankment extends 
between bluffs ( alternate layers of black shale and sandstone) . The 
bluff nearest the bridge ( east side) at Station 2403+00 rises 70 feet in 
a horizontal distance of 100 feet; the other bluff at Station 2384+00 
rises approximately 60 feet in 100 feet . The floodplain on the western 
side of the bridge is relatively flat, whereas the eastern floodplain 
rises at an approximate grade of four percent. A large gas main, skewed 
45 degrees right , crosses the highway centerline about 3 or 4 feet below 
ground surface near Station 2399+00 , as shown in Figure 2 5 .  
Bull Fork basin is filled with water-lain transported soils ( recent 
alluvium) black shale and yellow sandstone gravels - and sand 
intermingled with silts and clays . Fluvial gravel and sand exhibit 
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characteristically rounded shapes resulting from rolling by the swiftly 
flowing Bull Fork Creek. This creek usually flows most rapidly during 
the winter and spring seasons. A sullnDBry of laboratory test data 
ahowing some of the major characteristics of basin materials is 
presented elsewhere (1 ) .  Three borings of the west approach foundation 
and two borings of the east foundation penetrated black shale 
approximately 18 feet below ground elevation. The approach embankments , 
with the exception of the clay cores , were constructed of a greenish 
shale and sandstone obtained from the Waverly Formation. 
Instrumentation included the installation of three double-tubed 
porous piezometers in the western approach foundation and a single point 
mercury-filled settlement gage located at ground elevation. A single­
tube porous piezometer was installed in the eastern approach foundation, 
and a multiple-point ( three points ) mercury-filled settlement gage was 
located at ground elevation of the western approach embankment. Figure 
26 shows typical sections of the eastern and western approach 
embankments and foundations and the locations and elevations of 
piezometers and mercury gages . Pore pressures were observed as the 
water level in vertical extensions of piezometer tubing . 
Preliminary borings , performed in 1966 , of the basin revealed that 
portions of the foundation material were relatively soft.  Considering 
the large loads to be applied to the approach foundations and the 
presence of a gas main, a stability analysis was conducted for both the 
eastern and western approach embankments . Results of a total stress 
( short-term) stability analysis based on unconfined compressive strength 
and an effective stress ( long-term) stability analysis based on assumed 
friction angle of 31 degrees , zero cohesion, and various levels of pore 
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pressure are shown in Table 3.  Long-term factors of safety for both 
embankments were approximately 1 . 20.  Triaxial tests were not performed 
on soil specimens obtained from this site because most of these samples 
were saturated and aandy, or gravelly, and could not be handled without 
seriously disturbing them. However, it was assumed that the basin 
material would probably have high drained strengths and that an assumed 
friction angle of 31 degrees would be on the conservative side. The 
total stress analysis was conservative since the superior strength of 
the fill msterial was not considered and some increase in strength due 
to drainage would be expected . It was recommended that piezometer 
readings of 10 feet above ground elevation -- elevation 710  for the 
western embankment and 705 for the eastern embankment -- should be 
considered critical and that construction of the embankments be 
temporarily suspended or continued at such a slow rate that pore 
pressures did not increase further once the critical values were 
reached . If after construction of the embankment had commenced and 
critical pore pressures were reached immediately, a controlled loading 
rate would be formulated. 
Consolidation test data indicated that ultimate settlements on the 
order of 1 foot or slightly greater could be expected and that the 
consolidation of basin material would proceed rather rapidly, probably 
faster than indicated by the test data, considering the granular nature 
of the basin msterials. Difficulty was encountered in trimming some 
consolidation specimens, and no doubt this operation disturbed some of 
the "undisturbed" samples . Observed settlements and predicted 
settlements of the western approach foundation are shown in Figure 2 7 .  
The predicted time-settlement curve was corrected for actual loading 
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TABLE 3. SIMIARY Of SAFETY FACTORS, 64 OVER BULL FORK CREEK, ROWAN COUNTY 
........................................................................................................ 
tASSIJoiEDl TOTAL STRESS EFFECTI VE STRESS ANALYS IS 
EFFECT! VE ANALYS I S  -- -------------- - --
UN I T  ( ASSIJoiEDl FRICTION SlfJRT • TERM LON!r-TERM 
WEIGiT COHES I ON  ANGLE FACTOR Of FACTOR Of PO'IE-PRESSlRE 
t l bs/ft3l t 1  bs/ft2l (d11Qrees) SAFETY SAFETY COND I T I ON  
-------------------------------- ------------------------- --------------------------------------------
130 835 0 0.55 
Equivalent fo stat ic •ter 
table at ground surface 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
130 0 31 1 . 2 1  
Equivalent fo stat ic •tar 
table at ground surface 
-------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------· ------
130 0 3 1  1.21 
Eq u i valent fo stat ic •ter tab l e  
1 0  feet above ground surface 
-------------------------------------- ----------------- --------------------------- ------------- -----
130 0 31 I. 1 1  
Equ ivalent fo stat ic .. ter tab l e  
20 feet above ground surface 
----------- ----------------------------- --------·------
130 0 3 1  0.97 
Eq u i va l ent fo stat ic .. ter tab l e  
30 feet above ground surface 
------------------------------------- ---------------- --------·---
130 0 3 1  0.62 
Eq u i valent fo stat ic •ter tab l e  
4 0  feet ebove ground surface 
-------------- ---------- ----------------------- -- ---
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Figure 2 9 .  Observed and Predicted Time-Settlement Curves , Point 2 ,  
Station 2401+70 , 142 feet Right o f  Centerline, I 64 over 
Bull Fork Creek , Rowan County . 
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Station 2402+6 5 ,  210 feet Right of Centerline, I 64 over 
Bull Fork Creek , Rowan County . 
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Figure 31 . Pore Pressure Measurements , Western Approach Foundation, 
I 64 over Bull Fork Creek, Rowan County .  
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Figure 32. Pore Pressure Measurements , Eastern Approach Foundation, 
I 64 over Bull Fork Creek , Rowan County .  
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periods .  As ·shown in this figure, the predicted and observed ultimate 
settlements are in fair agreement ; but the observed rate of settlement 
proceeded much fas ter than the predicted rate. Subsequent readings 
indicated that consolidation of this embankment foundation has ceased . 
Observed and predicted time-s ettlement curves of the eastern 
approach foundation are shown in Figures 2 8 ,  2 9 ,  and 30 (Units 1 ,  2 and 
3 of the multiple-point mercury-filled settlement gage, respectively) .  
Predicted curves were corrected for the actual loading period .  The 
observed settlements for Point 2 were discontinued due to a failure in 
the electrical system of that point when the contractor placed waste 
material on the south flank of the eastern embankment. This 
necessitated removal of the mercury gage monitoring s ite. During the 
rapid work to ex tend the wires and tubing , an improper connection was 
made with the wire associated with Point 2 .  However , proper connections 
were made for Points 1 and 3 and additional readings were obtained. As 
shown in these figures , predicted and observed ultimate s ettlements as 
well as rates of settlements are generally in poor to fair agreement . 
Consolidation of the foundation was ess entially completed shortly after 
grade elevation of the embankment was reached. Secondary compres sion of 
the foundations was essentially zero, or very small .  
Pore-pressure measurements are pres ented i n  Figure 31 for the 
wes tern foundation and Figure 32 for the eastern foundation. Those data 
are commensurable with the observed settlement readings -- that is , they 
show almost instantaneous dissipation just as the s ettlements were 
almost instantaneous. T-s tskes placed around the toe of the eastern 
embankment showed no movement during or after construction. 
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Figure 36 . Pavement Profiles , Eastbound, East End Approach (Inside 
Pavement Edge ) , Bull Fork Creek. 
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. Figure 38 . Pavement Profiles , Eastbound , west End Approach (Inside 
Pavement Edge) , Bull Fork Creek. 
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Approach pavements at this s ite were placed in August 1968 . 
Construction of the western embankment began January 6 ,  1 967 , end was 
completed July 20 , 1967 . Approximately 2 months later, pile-end-bent 
abutments were completed . Thus , this embankment and its foundation had 
approximately 1 year to consolidate before placement of the approach 
pavements . Construction of the eastern embankment began August 2 ,  1 9 6 7 ,  
and was completed October 5 ,  1967. Pile-end-bent abutments were 
completed in November. This embankment and its foundation had 
approximately a year to consolidate before placement of the approach 
pavements . 
In late October and early November of 1968 , pavement elevations were 
obtained. Subsequent pavement elevations of all four approaches were 
obtained until December 1971 , a period of approximately 3 years . 
Elevations were measured at the inside and outside edges of each 
approach pavement. Pavement settlements as a function of horizontal 
distance for the eastern approach embankments are shown in Figures 33 
through 36 . During the 3-year period , the eastern approaches settled 
approximately 4 . 5  inches (average value) . The maximum s ettlement 
occurred about 50 feet from the ends of ·the bridges. However , 
settlements of 2 to 4 inches occurred within 300 feet of the ends of the 
approaches . At 300 feet , a transition occurs between the fill and a cut 
section. Pavement settlements as a function of horizontal distance from 
the ends of bridges for the western bridges are shown in Figures 37 
through 40 . Maximum average settlements obtained over a period of about 
2 . 5  years was 3 . 4  inches . The maximum settlement occurred approximately 
25 feet from the end of the bridge .  Length o f  the s ettlement cradle was 
130 feet. Settlement of about 1 inch occurred within 1 ,200 feet behind 
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the ends of the western abutments .  Measurements of pavement profiles 
were discontinued after 1971 because the approaches were mudjacked and 
meaningful measurements could not be obtained . Additionally, since 1969 
the approach pavements have been patched on numerous occasions . 
In Figure 4 1 ,  the maximum observed settlement from each set of 
profile measurements of the eastern approach pavement is plotted as a 
function of the logarithm of time . Those data were taken from Figure 
33.  The relationship in Figure 4 1  is linear and applies to the outside 
pavement edge of the we stbound east end approach. If the linear 
relationship is projected , as shown in Figure 4 1 , then the eastern 
approach embankment would settle about 12 inches in about 1 0 , 000 days 
(27 . 4  years) -- December 1 8 ,  1994. After that date , settlements would 
be almost insignificant . For example ,  2 7 . 4  years after December 1 8 ,  
1994 , the approach would settle only an additional 1 . 8  inches .  Maximum 
observed settlements of the western approach pavement ere plotted as a 
function of the logarithm of time in Figure 4 2 .  Projection of the 
linear relationship shows that the western approach embankment (and 
pavement) will settle about 10.4  inches by December 1 8 ,  1994 . 
Settlements after that date will be Slllall and almost insignificant . 
Since primary and secondary consolidation of the eastern and western 
approach foundations ceased before construction of the approach 
pavements , the projected settlements of the approach pavements are 
entirely due to settlement of the approach embankments. 
Profiles at the Bull Fork site show that settlements near the bridge 
ends are much larger than settlements at some distance. Such patterns 
11how that settlements of the embankment are not only due to vol\DDe 
changes ( secondary compression) of the embankment material but also 
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Figure 41 . Settlement of the Eastern Approach Embankment , I 64 , Bull 
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Figure 42 . Settlement of the Western Approach Embankment , I 64 , Bull 
Fork Creek . 
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includes a shear strain deformation. Shear strain is . more significant 
when the long-term factor of safety is less than about 1 . 5 .  To 
investigate lateral creep of the approach embankment , which could lead 
to vertical deformations , a slope inclinometer was installed in the 
eastern approach embankment in 1970 at the top of the slope. The 
inclinometer was installed near Station 2401+00 between the bridge 
abutments.  This inclinometer was monitored over a 10-year period. 
Resultant lateral movements are shown as a function of depth in Figure 
43 . The largest lateral movement occurred in the top 40 feet of the 
embankment . The magnitude of that movement ranged from about 2 . 5  inches 
to 7 inches.  Movement of the top 3 feet of the inclinometer casing was 
ignored since that portion of the casing protruded above the ground 
surface. From a depth of 40 feet to about 68 feet , the maximum movement 
was about 2 inche s .  At depths below 68 feet , the maximum movement was 
less than 1 . 5  inches. Lateral ( resultant) movements as a function of 
time at selected depths are shown in Figure 4 4 .  The top 40 feet of the 
embankment has moved over the 10-year period (1970 to 1 980) at a rate 
ranging from approximately 0 . 2  to 0 . 5  inch per year. Hence , for a short 
period of time , movements are relatively BIDall. However , in the long 
term, movements become significant, 
During installation of the slope inclinometer in 1970 , undisturbed 
Shelby tube samples were obtained from the inclinometer boring and three 
other borings.  The eastern embankment had been constructed of shale and 
sandstone , containing a large percentage of shale. At that t ime , 
specifications did not distinguish between durable rock and non-durable 
rock. Consequently, the embankment was constructed using lift 
thicknesses of about 2 to 3 feet. Natural water contents of the fill 
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. ' 
ranged from about 8 percent up to 40 percent . The fill consisted of a 
mixture of weathered soft shale and hard durable rock . �onsistency of 
specimens from the fill ranged from soft to medium firm. Liquid limits 
of the fill material ranged from 25 to 3 1  percent . Plasticity indices 
ranged from 4 to 1 1 .  
Consolidated-undrained triaxial compression tests with pore-pressure 
measurements were performed on material from the eastern fill. Results 
of those tests (p-q diagram) are shown in Figure 45.  Effective stress 
parameters t.• and c' were 2 9 . 8  degrees and 69 pounds per square foot,  
respectively . Stability analyses of the eastern approach embankment , 
Figure 4 6 ,  based on an effective stress analysis and observed ground­
water elevations obtained from the s lope inclinometer casing, yielded a 
factor of safety of 1 .2 5 .  A stability analysis of the western approach 
embankment, Figure 47 , yielded a factor of safety of 1 .3 3 .  Hence , the 
analyses indicated stability of both approaches is low. 
Visual inspection of the site in 1984 showed that considerable 
settlements have occurred since 1968 when the concrete approach 
pavements were constructed. During the 16-year period, the approaches 
have been mudjacked and patched on several occasions . Views of the 
approach pavements located on the eastern embankment are shown in 
Figures 48 and 49.  All abutments have rotated or tilted downward in the 
back . A view of the tilt of the eastbound, east end abutment is shown 
in Figure 50.  As the abutments have tilted, which has caused a forward 
movement of the bottom of the front of the abutment , cracks have 
developed in the fill in front of the abutments. With a separation of 
berm materials and the front of the abutment , erosion due to runoff at 
the ends of the bridge has occurred ( Figure 5 1 ) .  Views of tne western 
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Figure 48.  View of Westbound , East End Bridge Approach , Bull Ford 
Creek. 
Figure 4 9 .  View of Eastbound , East End Bridge Approach, Bull Fork 
Creek. 
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Figure 50. Tilted Bridge Abutment ,  !a•tbouud, Ea•t End , Bull Fork 
Creek. 
Figure 5 1 .  View o f  Erosion in Front o f  Ea•tbouiid, East End Abutaent , 
Bull Fork Creek. 
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approaches are shown in Figures 52 and 5 3 .  Tilt of the westbound , west 
end abutment is shown in Figure 54 . 
I 7 1 ,  KENTUCKY RIVER BASIN -- CARROLL COUNTY 
I 71  crosses the Kentucky River over twin bridges , Station 2111+85 
to Station 2 1 1 9+85, approximately 3-miles southwest of Carrollton and 
the junction of this river with the Ohio River ( Figure 55) . This site 
is located in the Outer Bluegrass Region of northern Kentucky. The 
Kentucky River basin at this crossing is approximately 1 . 5  miles wide .  
Elevations of original ground of the southwest and northeast sides of 
this broad flat flood plain are approximately 465 feet and 460 feet , 
respectively. Generally, normal pool elevation is 430 feet with a. high 
water elevation of 480 feet recorded in 1937 . On the southwest side of 
the river ,  near Station 2 106+00, the highway embankment crosses at a 
right angle to a small drainage basin. From this intersection, the 
basin makes a 90 degree turn and continues parallel with the south bank 
of the highway embankment until it junctions with the river. The ground 
elevation of the bottom of this basin is approximately 445 feet and the 
width is on the order of 500 teet .. Water from the Kentucky River often 
spills over into this basin and becomes trapped . Preliminary borings 
revealed that the basin contained saturated , very soft , sandy clay for 
an approximate depth of 8-10 feet . From Station 2106+00 to Station 
2111+85 ,  approximately one-third of the embankment lies within this 
basin. As shown in Figure 5 6 ,  the southwestern approach embankment 
ranges in height from 35 to 55 feet and the thickness of the foundation 
i s  approximately 100 feet. 
The southwestern approach foundation is composed of recent alluvial 
deposits of clay , sandy clay , loose and very fine sand , and some silt . 
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Figure 52. View of Westbound , West End Bridge Approach, Bull Fork 
Creek. 
Figure 53 . View o f  Eastbound, We st End Bridge Approach, Bull Fork 
Creek. 
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Figure 54 . Tilted Bridge Abutment , Westbound , West End, Bull Fork 
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Field and laboratory descriptions of soil samples obtained from three 
borings of the aouthwestern foundation and one boring of the 
northeastern foundation are presented elsewhere ( l ) .  The g eology of 
this region was significantly influenced indirectly by the Illinoian and 
Wisconsin ice sheets.  Both ice sheets reached Kentucky; however , only 
the Illinoian crossed over the present Ohio River, leaving some 
acattered drift in the Ohio River counties from Oldham to Bracken. This 
drift was not of sufficient thickness to materially influence the 
topography or the soils of this area. The presence of geologic 
erratics , or large boulders ,  at high elevations suggests there was a 
Pre-Illinoian ice invasion. More significantly , the heights of the 
Illinois (600 to 620 feet) and the Wisconsin (540 feet at Cincinnat i) 
fills were sufficient to have ponded waters of the northward flowing 
Kentucky River . Then, supposedly at separate t �e s ,  partial filling of 
this river area occurred by deposition of alluvium in temporary lake s .  
Natural water contents o f  the southwestern foundation soils ranged from 
about 1 7 . 5  percent to 3 1  percent . Liquid limits ranged from about 23 to 
36 percent for the sandy clay zones while the sandy layers ranged from 
non-plastic to 20 percent . Plasticity indices ranged from non-plastic 
to 14 percent for all layers . 
Six single-tube porous-element remote-reading piezometers were 
installed at the following locations : 
1 .  Station 2105+50 on centerline, Piezometer Number 1 at elevation 
382 feet, Piezometer Number 2 at elevation 402 feet . 
2 .  Station 2110+75 , 65 feet right of centerline , Piezometer Number 
3 at elevation 397 feet and Piezometer Number 4 at elevation 425 feet. 
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3 .  Station 2 1 1 1+70 , 42 feet left of centerline , Piezometer Number 5 
at elevation 395 feet and Piezometer Number 6 at elevation 426.  
Two Bingle-point mercury-filled settlement gages were installed at 
Station 21 11+50 , one 42 feet left and the other 65 feet right of 
centerline. The relative locations of all instrumentation are shown in 
Figures 55 and 56.  
Triaxial and unconfined compression tests were performed to define 
the shear strength of the embankment foundation. Summary data are shown 
in Table 4 .  The average effective angle of internal friction was 28 
degrees , and the average effective cohesion was about 1 . 3  pounds per 
square inch. The average unconfined compressive s trength was 
approximately 2 ,300 pounds per square foot . Unconsolidated-undrained 
triaxial tests were performed on some saturated sandy specimens ; results 
were included in the unconfined compressive strength av�rage .  
Unconfined compressive strength data were used in a computer 
analysis to determine the factor of safety for stability of the 
embankment for the short-term case (assuming no strength gain due to 
consolidation) . Analyses were made for the embankment as designed as 
well as with added berms of various sizes.  Also , the stability was 
determined for each berm configuration assuming both equal and different 
strengths for the foundation and embankment . For the homogeneous case, 
the strength of both the embankment and foundation were assumed to be 
represented by the average of the unconfined compre�sive strength of the 
foundation material. Four test results more than 50 percent higher than 
the average were neglected in determining that average. 
case , the foundation strength determined as above 
For the layered 
was used; the 
embankment strength was assumed to be represented by the bigher values 
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............. ................................................................................................................... . 
UICOIF 1NED EFFECTI VE  
ClJ41'RESS ION ANGLE 
IOISTURE TEST CONSOL I  MTION OF 
S-LE DEPTH CONTENT MAX STRESS I'RESSURE COHESION FRICTION 
LOCATION NO, DESCRIPTION ( feetl lSI ( ps i )  Ips I I  Ips I I  (degrees! 
42'Lt Stn 2 1 1 +50 H•l S•3C Not,bro ... ,sancly elay 15-18 19.3 1 5,0 
H-1 S•3E 55,0 
H-1 S·5A Saturated ,bro., ,sandy e ley 25-28 35,0 2.5 25.0 
H-1 s-� 1 5.0 
H-1 S·14R Saturated,gray,soft clay 95-98 15.0 
H·l S-148 35.0 
H-1 S-14C 55.0 
Ste 2106+85, H-2 S·12A lb l st,grey e l ey 8o-83 25.0 o.o 32.0 
Conterl l ne 65.0 
H-2 S-128 5.0 
45.0 
H•2 S·3C lblst ,bro101 e l ey 15·18 27. 1 45.0 
H-2 S-30 25.0 ' · '  26.0 
H-2 S·3E 5.0 
H-2 S·3F 65.0 
42'lt Ste 2 1 1  1+50 H-1 S-1 lblst ,broiOI e l ay  5-8 26,8 28.73 
H-I S·ZA lb l st,b� eley 1o-13 28.03 
H-1 S-:JI Not ,bro., ,sanely elay 15-18 10,59 
H-I S-48 Not,bro... ,sendy eley 2o-23 30.3 14,91 
H-1 S·5E Satureted ,brown ,sendy e l ey 25-28 42.3 10.61 
H- 1  S-811 lb l st,grey send 4D-43 38.4 8.58 
H·l S-9 lb 1st ,gray send 45-48 20,9 1 5.72 
. 
Stn 21�5, H-2 S•IB lblst ,bro101 elay 5-8 34,49 
Center I I ne H-2 s-2 lb l st,bro.., eley lo-13 22.94 
H•2 S·.ll! lblst ,bro101 e l ay 15-18 27,1 14,49 
H-2 5-4 M8t,brown,5andy c l ay 2o-23 30.5 7.88 
H-2 S·1 20  lbht ,grey e l  ay 8D-83 6.19 
H-2 S-1 :!8 lllot,gray e l ey 85-88 28.8 7.28 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------
---
� 
that were ignored previously . Factors of safety determined in this 
manner were all low ( less than one -- see Table 5 ) .  
Since the foundation i s  roughly one-half sand , 8ignificant 
consolidation and strength gain were anticipated during the construction 
period. Therefore , triaxial tests were performed to determine the long­
term strength parameters ( the unconfined compression tests were 
performed and analyzed before triaxial testing) . If the total stress 
analysis based on the unconfined compression test data had produced 
adequate factors of safety, it would not have been necessary to do the 
consolidated-undrained (with pore-pressure measurements) triaxial 
testing. However, as shown in Table 5 ,  the total stress factors of 
safety were inadequate and triaxial tests were necessary to define 
effective stress shear strengths . Long-term factors of safety -- after 
the strength gain due to consolidation -- also are shown in Table 5 .  
Water-table heights were measured from the toe of the fill a t  the 
critical sections , that is , the elevation of the slough right of 
centerline ( elevation 446 feet) . 
The minimum calculated factor of safety for pore pressures 
equivalent to a static water table at the elevation of the toe of the 
fill was 1 . 28,  and the minimum calculated factor of safety corresponding 
to the water table at 20 feet above the toe was 1 . 18.  Considering that 
an error of plus or minus 1 5  percent is to be expected in a stability 
analysis of this type , it was recommended that embankment construction 
be temporarily suspended if piezometer readings ( corrected to the slough 
elevation) reached 1 0  psi or 20 feet of head , a critical water table 
elevation of 466 feet . The maximum observed pore pressures , presented 
in terms of equivalent water table elevations , are shown below: 
Piezometer 1 • below ground elevation 
6 7  
, .  
TABLE 5. SIMMARY OF SAFETY FACTORS, I 7 1  OYER I<ENTLCKY R I YER, CARROLL COUNTY 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FOIJoltl\ T I ON 
--------·---
EMBANI<MENT WATER TABLE 
···-------------- ELEVAT I ON  SHORT•TEFt4 
C( I bs/tt
2
) ten 4 Cl l bs/tt21 tan f ( t  .. t) SAFETY FACTOR SAFETY FACTOR 
BERM 
D IMENS IONS 
(teet) 
------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- --------------
1 077 o.ooo 3172 o.ooo 446 o.82 None 
1077 o.ooo 1077 o.ooo -«6 o.82 None 
1 077 o.ooo 3 1 72 o.ooo 446 0.93 30 X 80 
1077 o.ooo 3172 o.ooo 446 1.04 20 X 60 
1077 o.ooo 3172 o.ooo 446 0.84 10 X 30 
1 077 o.ooo 1077 o.ooo 446 0.91 30 X 80 
1 077 o.ooo 1077 o.ooo 446 1 . 03 20 X 60 
1077 o.ooo 1077 o.ooo 446 0.84 10 X 30 
----------- ------------------------ ---- - -----
144 0.543 144 0. 543 446 1 . 94 None 
144 0.543 144 0.543 456 1 . 26 None 
144 0.543 144 0.543 466 1.22 None 
144 0.543 144 0.543 476 1 . 24 None 
------ ----------------- -----
0 0.625 288 0. 466 446 1.28 None 
0 0.625 288 0.466 456 1.21  None 
0 0.625 288 0. 466 466 I. 18 None 
------------------------- ---- --
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Piezometer 2 - 466 . 2  feet 
Piezometer 3 - 455 . 2  feet 
Piezometer 4 - 454. 0  feet 
Piezometer 5 • below ground elevation 
Piezometer 6 - 468 . 0  feet 
At Piezometer 6 ,  the water level slightly exceeded the recommended 
elevation. However , this reading was observed iiiiDediately after the 
embankment had been completed to within 5 feet of the · final grade 
elevation of 501 feet. Although the computed factor of safety was still 
somewhat above one , no more fill was placed until after there was a 
substantial decrease in the observed pore pressures.  
� 
Preliminary estimates of ultimate settlement for the drainage basin 
foundation, based on Terzaghi and Peck's liquid limit formula and soils 
data contained on the plan sheets ,  ranged from 4 to 6 feet . However, 
the extent of the sand layers was unknown at that time , and it was 
assumed that the foundation was composed entirely of clay. As a result ,  
those estimates were exaggerated . More refined estimates based on 
consolidation tests performed on undisturbed soil samples and more 
detailed information of the foundation conditions were considerably less 
-- approximately 2 feet. Several consolidation tests were performed on 
soil samples collected from each layer of the foundation, and average 
void ratio-log pressure curves were obtained for each layer.  Those 
curves are shown elsewhere (1 ) .  Using those average curves , ultimate 
settlements were calculated . Coefficient of consolidation-log pressure 
curves , from which an average curve was derived for the uppermost clay 
layers and the clay layers located nearest to rock, are presented 
elsewhere (1 ) .  An average coefficient of consolidation was selected for 
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each of the separate clay systems and predicted time-settlement curves 
were calculated for the foundation at Station 2111+50 , 6 5  feet right and 
42 feet left of centerline. The average coefficient of consolidation 
used for obtaining the time-settlement curve, Station 2 111+5 0 ,  65 feet 
right of centerline, did not include the coefficient of consolidation­
log pressure curves of the uppermost clay layer ,  elevation 445 feet and 
465 feet . 
Predicted and observed logarithm of time-settlement curves for 
Station 2111+50 , 42 feet left of centerline and 65 feet right of 
centerline , are shown in Figures 57 and 5 8 ,  respectively. The observed 
rates of settlements progressively decrease with increasing time. 
Primary consolidation occurred in about 150 days. Secondary 
consolidation appears as a straight line in the settlement-logarithm of 
time plot. Construction of the southwestern approach embankment began 
August 2 6 ,  1 966 , and was completed October 1 5 ,  1 966 . Approximately a 
month later, excavation for the pile-end-bent · abutments was completed 
and a month later the abutments were constructed. Initial pavement 
elevations were obtained in September 1968 , shortly after placement of 
the approach pavements .  Hence , there had been a t ime lapsed of 
approximately 2 years between the time the embankment was started and 
the t ime the approach pavements were constructed . This was sufficient 
for the completion of initial and primary consolidation of the 
foundation, but it was not sufficient for the completion of secondary 
consolidation, as shown in Figures 57 and 58.  Primary consolidation was 
completed at or near the time of completion of the approach embankment . 
Approximately 2 .  7 inches of secondary consolidation of the foundation 
occurred between October 1968 ( placement of the approaches) and December 
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Figure 57.  Predicted and Observed Logarithm of Time-Settlement Curves ,  
Station 2 1 1 1+50, 42 feet Left of Centerline, I 7 1  over 
Kentucky River, Carroll County. 
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Figure 58. Predicted and Observed Logarithm of Time-Settlement Curves , 
Station 2111+50 ,  65 feet Right of Centerline, I 7 1  over 
Kentucky River, Carroll County . 
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1984 at Station 2111+50 , 42 feet right of centerline. At Station 
2111+50, 65 feet right of centerline ( ravine) , about 3 .  7 i nches of 
secondary consolidation of the foundation occurred between placement of 
the bridge approach pavement and December 1 984. Hence , the magnitude of 
the foundation secondary consolidation is significant with regard to 
settlement of the approach pavements. 
To study the behavior of the southwestern approach pavements , 
elevations were obtained at the time of construction of the approaches 
and at subsequent times.  Differential settlements at various times as a 
function of horizontal distance behind the abutments are shown in 
Figures 5 9 ,  60 , 61 , and 62 . Pavement elevations were obtained at 
various times from October 1968 to June 1972 . Measurements were 
discontinued after that date when the approaches required patching . 
Differential settlements of the outside and inside exit pavement edges 
are shown in Figures 59 and 60,  respectively . Settlement of the left 
pavement edge , between about 500 to 900 feet , is in the vicinity of the 
drainage basin. Maximum settlement of the exit approach pavement , which 
occurred during the period August 2 4 ,  1 968 , to June 2 7 ,  1 9 7 2 ,  within 50 
feet of the abutment , was about 1 . 6  inches (outside edge) • .  Maximum 
differential settlements of the exit approach, obtained f rom profile 
measurements at various times , and which occurred at a distance of 35 
feet from the end of the bridge ,  are plotted in the upper right-hand 
corner of Figure 57 as a function of logarithm of time. The relationship 
appears to be linear ; settlements , therefore , were projected to 1 0 , 000 
days (January 1 994 ) .  Secondary consolidation of the foundation durin� 
that period was about 1 . 3  inches. Hence, a portion of the settlement of 
the exit approach was due to secondary consolidation of the foyndation. 
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Figure 59.  Settlement of Outside Edge of the Exit Approach Pavement ,  
Southwestern End of Bridge, I 7 1  over Kentucky Rive r ,  
Carroll County .  
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Figure 60 . Settlement of Inside Edge of the Exit Approach Pavement , 
Southwestern End of Bridge, I 71 over Kentucky River,  
Carroll County . 
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Figure 61.  Settlement of Outside Edge of the Entry Approach Pavement , 
Southwestern End of Bridge, I 71 over Kentucky River,  
Carroll County . 
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Figure 62 . Settlement of Inside Edge of the Entry Approach Pavement ,  
Southwestern End of Bridge, I 7 1  over Kentucky live r ,  
Carroll County .  
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Part of the approach settlement was in the embankment , a result of some 
secondary compression and shear strain at the end of the approach fill. 
Projected secondary consolidation during the period September 9 ,  1968 , 
to December 1984 is 1 . 4  inches . By January 1994 ( 1 0 , 000 days after the 
start of construction) , the exit approach pavement , based on projections 
of the data , Figure 58 , will have settled about 4 inches. About 3 . 1  
inches of this settlement is due to secondary compression of the 
foundation while 0 . 9  inches is due to secondary compression and shear 
strain of the embankment. 
Differential settlements of the outside and inside edges of the 
entry approach pavements are shown in Figures 61 and 62 , respectively. 
As shown in Figure 56 , the fill height of the embankment under the entry 
approach is about 55 feet , or some 20 feet thicker than the fill under 
the exit approach. The maximum settlement of about 2 . 8  inches 
( secondary compression) , which occurred during the period September 24 , 
1968 , to June 27 , 1972 , occurred at a distance of 150 feet from the end 
of the bridge. Apparently, the embankment settled about o .  7 inches 
during that same period. Maximum differential settlements of the entry 
approach obtained from profile measurements , and which occurred at a 
distance of 1 50 feet from the end· of the bridge , are plotted in the 
upper right-hand corner of Figure 58 as a function of the logarithm of 
time. Projected settlement of the entry approach from June 27 , 1972 , to 
December 1 ,  1984 , is about 2 . 3  inches . By January 1994 (10 ,000 days 
after start of construction) , the entry approach pavement is predicted 
to settle a total of 7 inches . About 4 . 3  inches of that •ettlement will 
be due to secondary compression of the foundation and 2 . 7 inches will be 
due to secondary compression and shear strain of the embankment . Hence , 
7 5  
baaed on theee date, aecondary conaolidat:l.on of the foundation is 
aianificant with reaard to the approach aettleaent. 
In June 1970, approxisately 2 yean after the atart of .. ballkment 
conetruction, two elope 1ncl1noaetera were inatalled at locationa ahown 
i n  Fiaurea 55 and 56 . Horizontal 110veaenu for Well IIUIIber 1 were 
aonitored from July 9 ,  1970, to June 5 ,  1978 -- approllisately 8 years. 
llee'.u1tant horizontal 110vemenu for Well Nwaber 1 ,  located at Station 
2111+20 nut to the northbound ellit approach, ie ahown in Fiaure 63.  
Reaultant horizontal movement• obtained duriua a 14-year period (1970 to 
1984) from Well Nwaber 2 ,  which h located at Station 2111+20 nallt to 
the aouthbound entry approach, ia ahown in Fiaure 64 . lleaultant 
aovaenu of aelected depthe are plotted ae a function of t ime in 
Fiaurea 65 and 66. Lateral aovemenu (Fiaures 63 throqh 66) of the 
eouthweetern approach embankment obaerved durin& the 14-year period are 
lees than about l .Cl inch. Bence , the emall lateral aovementa of the 
embankment app�•r to be insignificant at thia eite. 
During inetallation of the alope inclinometer• , Mundieturbed" eoil 
eamplea were obtained from the embankment and foundation. Conaolidated­
undrained triaxial coapre .. ion teau with pore-pre .. ure uaeurements 
were performed on the aoila (brown aandy clay) obtained from an · 
elevation interval of 432 . 5  to 418 .5 feet (Fiaure 56) . Effective atreas 
parametera (Fiaure 67) -, and c' of the embankment aoila were 24.8 
deareee and 250 pound• per aquare foot , reapectively . The parameter• of 
the brown eandy clay (elevation 446 to about 406 feet) ( Fiaure 68) were 
2 9 . 6  d eareee end 103 pounde per aquare foot , reapectively. Stability 
analyaee were performed uaing a croaa aection parallel to roadway 
centerline (Figure 69) and a croaa aection perpendicular -to centerline 
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Pigure 63. leaultant Horizontal Movement , aa a Funetlon of Depth, 
Well Number 1 ,  Station 2111+20 ,  Southbound !zit Approaeh ,  
I 71 , ltentudty :River.  
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Figure 64 . Reaultant Hori1ontal MDv .. ent, Well Number 2 ,  Station 
211 1+20 ,  Northbound Entry Approach. 
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Figure 65 . Reeultant Horizontal MDv .. ent , at Selected Depth• aa a 
Function of Time, I 7 1 ,  Southbound !zit APproach. 
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Figure 66. Reaultant Horizontal Movement , at Selected Depth• as a 
Function of Time, I 7 1 ,  Northbound Entry Approach. 
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Figure 67 . Effective Streaa Parameter• of Eabankaent Soila , I 71 , 
Southweatern Approach. 
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Piaure 6 8 .  Effective Streaa Paraaeter• of Foundation Solla {Brown 
Sandy Clay ) ,  I 7 1 ,  Southwe•tern Approach. 
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Figure 69.  Stability Analy1i1 of. Approach labankaent Section elong 
Roadway Centerline , I 7 1 ,  Kentucky Ri•eT . 
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Figure 70. Stability AnelyBia of Approach labankaent Section 
Perpendicular to loedway Centerl:l.ne, I 7 1 ,  Eentuclty River. 
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160 
( Figure 70) to determine the long-term factora of aafety. Uaing a elope 
atability computer proaram {18) , the obaarved water table obtained from 
the two elope inclinometer& over an 8-year period , and the aearch grid 
of the computer program, the moat critical circlea of the two aections 
having minimum factora of aafety were determined. The factor of aafety 
of the aection in Figure 69 was 1 .52.  For the aection in Figure 70,  the 
minimum factor of aafety was 1 . 37 .  The critical circles for the two 
aectiona 'are ahown in Figures 69 and 70. 
Conditions existing at the aite in February 1985 , acme 16 years 
after the pavements were constructed , are ahown in Figurea 71 throU{;h 
75. Views of the approach pavements are ahown in Figuru 71 and 72. 
Views of the aide of the abutments are ahown in Figurea 73 through 75. 
During the aummer of 1984 , the roadway along thia aection of I 71 was 
paved ( overlaid) . 
I 64 , SLATE CREEK -- BATH COUNTY 
I 64 croaaes Slate Creek over twin bridaes near Station 621+00 
( Figure 76) .  This aite is located in the Knoba Region of Kentucky , 
approximately 2 miles aouth · of Qwing8Ville. In the vicinity of the 
creasing , the baain of Slate Creek ia roughly 800 feet wide.  The flood 
plain on the eastern aide of the river near the croaaing is relatively 
flat and wide , and the original ground elevation ia near 705 feet. A 
bluff 1a aituated on the western aide of the river with the top of this 
bluff approximately at elevation 745 feet . The weatern approach 
eDbankment is about 40 feet in height , while the eaatern embankment is 
5 5  feet in height. 
Both embankments are compoaed mainly of a areeniah nondurable ahale 
with aome limeatone rocks . The approach 11111bankraents were constructed 
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Piaure 71. Viev of lntry Approach , Southvaetern IDd of Bridae, I 7 1 .  
l'iaure 7 2 .  Viw o f  l:dt Approach, Southwetarn IDd of lridae, l;. 71 . 
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Piaure 73. View of Pace of Abutaent , IDtry Approach , I 71 . 
Piaure 74. View of Face of Abutaeu.t , !zit Approach, I 7:1. . 
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Fipre 75 . View of Side Df Abument , Entry Approach, I 7 1 .  
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uBiag lift thickDe1111eB of 2 to 3 feet. Shale in the lllllbanklaent was 
obtained from the Crab Orchard Foraation (Silurian period) . ·  Borings in 
the ea1tern approach foundation apparently penetrated tbe lover portion 
of the Hay.ville Ulla�tone at about au elevation of 692 feet . The 
eaatern foundation ( approxtaately 12 feet thick , Ficure 76) ill compoaed 
of watar-depo&ited trauaported &oil& ( recent alluvium of the Plei&toceue 
period) � &li&htly &andy Bilty claya with a few amall 11touea preaeut. 
Natural •oiature contents of the eaateru approach foundation 11oils are 
low and ranse from 20 to 2 5  percent . A aummary of field and laboratory 
data ia &iveu elaewbere ( 1 )  • The&e &oil& claaaify a& A-4 by the AASHTO 
Clanificatiou Syatem and ML by the Unified Syatem. A aiD&le-point 
aercury-filled aettlemeut cage (1 , 5) waa in1talled at Station 622+97 , 
42 feet ri&ht of centerline and 42 feet from the eaat end of the bridge.  
The bridge abutments reat on end-bent pile• driven throush couatructed 
earth corea . 
Conaolidation data indicated that aettlemenu on the order of 8 
inches could be anticipated for the eastern approach foundation and the 
rate of con&olidation would be fairly rapid . Void ratio-log pressure 
curves and coefficient of conaolidation-log preaaure curves are 
preaented elaewhere (1 ) .  Obaerved and predicted time-aettlement curves 
for the ea&tern approach foundation are 11hown in Figure 7 7 .  
Con11truction of the embankment besan November 2 3 ,  1965 . However , only a 
amall amount of fill wa& placed in the firat 125 day•; •oat of the fill 
vaa placed durins the next 80 days. The predicted rate of aettlement 
vas adju1ted to the next 80 daya and a linear loadin& rate vas uaed to 
approximate the actual loadins rate. The early portion of the predicted 
curve va• drawn to reflect the probable 11ettllllllent for the first 125 
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Figure 77. Obaer.ed and Predicted Ti.e-Settle.ent Cur•ea. 42 feet Risht 
of Centerline, Station 622+970 I 64 oYer Slate Creek, 
IIIith C ount y .  
no 1000 
days. Unfortunately , only a few obaerved aettlaent readiqa were 
obtained at thh a:l.te becauae the aercury aaae baa not. always been 
operative. Bovevar, the obaerved read:l.naa ahown in Piaure 7 7  indicate 
that aettlaent ol; the eaatern approach foundation had cuaed before 
placeaent of the approach pavements on July 14 , 1967 , 554 daya after the 
atart of conatruction of the embankment. 
Settlement& of the eaatern approach pavemenu from Auauat 1967 to 
May 1970 - about 2 . 8  years - are ahown in Fiaurea 78 thron&h 83. 
Settlement& of the inside pavement , centerline , and ouUide pavement 
edge of the eastbound east end approach are ahown in Figure& 78 through 
80 , reapectively. Maximum settlement ranged from 3 to almoat 4 . 7  inches 
and occurred at a diatance of about 30 feet from the end of the bridge. 
The width of the aettlement cradle, aa ahown in Fi&nre 74 , ranged from 
about 7 5  to 200 feet . Maximum aettlementa of the inaide pavement edge, 
centerline , and outaide pavement edge of the weatbound eaat end approach 
pavement& are ahown in Figure& 81 through 83 , reapectively. Maximum 
aettleaent was about 2 inches . During the period Kay 1969 to May 1970 , 
both east and weat approach pavement& were audjacked; the weatbound east 
end approach waa heavily . audjacked . That approach apparently waa raiaed 
by the audjacking aome 6 to 7 inchea between a diltance behind the 
abutaent ranging from 100 to 200 feet. Settlement& of the eastern 
approach pavement (eastbound lanea , eaat end) aa a function of the 
loaarithm of time are ahown in Figure 84. Settleaenta in thia figure are 
aaxiaum value& obaerved from profile aeaauraenta of the inaide and 
outdde pavement edgea of the eaatbound lane& , uat of the bridge. 
Maxia11111 valuea occurred at diatancea behind the briqe of 35 and 50 
feet, reapectively. The relationabip between differential aettlement and 
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9 6  
the loaarithlll of tiae h liuear. Baaed ou a projectiou of this liDear 
relatiouahip , the approach paveaeuta (aud the eaateru eabaDk&eut) will 
have aettled froa 8 to 14 iuchea by April 1 0 ,  1994 (10,000 days or 27.4  
yeara after atart of couatructiou) . Settleaeut• after that date will be 
alaoat iuaignificant . 
On Auauat 18 , 1970, a alope inclinoaeter was inatalled in the 
eaatern approach eabankment at about Station 1622+80, between the 
eaatern bridge abutaenta (top of the elope) . The elope inclinometer was 
aonitored from Auguat 1 8 ,  1970, to July 2 ,  1979 -- a period of alaost 9 
years. Reaults of these measurement• are ahown in Fiaure 8 5 .  Maximum 
horizontal aovement of the eaatern embankment over the 9-year period was 
leas than 1 .2 inches , and auch a amall aoveaent baa apparently not 
influenced approach pavement aettlementa. Reaultant horizontal aovements 
as a function of tiae at aelected deptha are ahown in Figure 8 6 .  
Eatiaated factor of aafety of the eaatern approach embankment 
(laboratory compacted aaaples of the Crab Orchard) baaed on auumed 
ahear atrength values of •• and c' of 28 degrees and 0.0,  reapectively , 
was 1 . 12 . A factor of aafety of 1 . 10 waa obtained from the ICES LEASE-I 
proaram (19) . The atability analyais ia ahown in Fiaure 87 . 
The condition of the aaatern approach paveaenta and abutments in 
February 1985 -- aoae 17 yeara after placement -- are ahown in Figures 
88 through 9 2 .  Both approachea were 1111djaclted during the period May 
1969 to May 1970, about 2 yean after conatruction of the approach 
paveaenta .  Both approach pavemenu have been audjaclted and patched 
extenaively. Iu 1984, the approaches and roadway paveaent were paved. 
Baaed ou the projection in Fiaure 8 4 ,  the eaateru approach pavements 
-
will settle about 0 . 8  to 2 inches during the period Deceaber 1 2 ,  1984 , 
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Piaure 18. View of l .. tb01111cl, laat IDcl Brielle Approach , I 64 , 
Slate Creek . 
Piaure 19. View of V ut'bouncl , laat IDcl Bridae Approach, I 64 �  
Slate Creek. 
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Pf.aure 90. Sf.de Vf.ev of w .. t'bound , !att l'lld lrf.dae Abutaent . 
ftaure 91. Vf.ev of lrotf.on of Pece of Slope of laaten .Approec;h 
Abutaent, 1 64, Slete Creek. 
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Pipre 92 . View of Erodou lezt to Pace of Vut Bound, Eaat End 
lridae Abutaeut, I 64, Slate Creak. 
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to April 1 0 ,  19!14 (8 . 3  :rears) . After 1994 , the aettlesaeute ahould be 
iusiguiff.caut . 
ltY 30 , NORTH FORK OF KENTUCKY RIVER 
ltY 30 cro .. es the North Fork. of the Jteutuck.y JU.var near Jackson , 
Jteutuck.y , between Stations l2(H{)0 and 131-H>O . The aite h located in 
the Eastern Coal Region. Bedrock. iu the vicinity of the aite consists 
of layera of ahales aud aaudatones . OVerburden aoil a ,  except in 
floodplain• , are relatively thin, ranging from 2 to about 6 feet in 
thick.neu. The aoutheru bridge abutment il aituated on bedrock.. The 
northern bridge abutment (on a apread footer) h located ou a 52-foot 
high approach embankment . 
As ahown in Figure 93 , foundation aoila ( alluvial depolita) consist 
of a l1yer of ailty clay resting on a layer of ailty aand. The 1ilty 
clay layer il about 8 to 10 feet in thick.ne1a and claaaifie1 a1 ML-CL. 
The natural water content of that aoil ia about 23 percent. Liquid and 
plastic limits are 25 and 20 percent , reapectively. That aoil layer 
coneiata of about 31 percent (-No. 40 to +No. 200 aieve) of fine aand 
and 45 percent (-No. 200 to +0 . 005 am) of ailt. About 22 percent was 
finer than 0 . 005 IDID· The ailty clay layer reata on a aand layer 
approximately 20 feet thick.. The aand h non-plaatic. Natural water 
content h about 12 percent . The aand cla .. ifiea aa SM. This soil 
layer conaiata of 67 percent (-No . 40 to + No. 200 aieve) of fine aand 
and 21 percent (-No. 200 to +0 . 005 am) of ailt. About 12 percent of the 
aoil i1 finer than the 0 .005-mm aize. 
Conaolidation tests were performed on the ailty clay layer. Those 
teata ahowed that foundation aettlement would occur alaoat inalantly as 
the fill vaa conatructed. Predicted Dettlement of the foundation under 
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a S2-foot embankment vas 1 . 9  inchea . Time rate calculation& predicted 
that 90 percent of the aettlement would occur in lS days . _ A long-term 
factor of aafety of 2.05 vaa reported (20 ) .  
A •ercury-filled aettlement &age (five pointa) vaa ioatalled on the 
northern approach foundation. 
contractor during initial 
However , the gage vaa deatroyed by the 
atagea of conetruction. Conaequently,  
foundation aettlementa could not be •onitored. However, aleven point& 
were eatlblbhed on the apread abutment ahortly after construction. 
Elevations of thoae pointe were obtained over a 4-year period . 
Settlements of the left aide of the abutment of two pointa (Pointa 1 and 
2 )  on the abutment are ahovn in Figure 94. Settlementa of the right 
aide of the abutment (Point• 10 and 1 1 )  are ahovn in Fiaure 9S. In both 
fi&ures , the relationahip between aettlement and the logarithm ot time 
ia linear. Settlements for the aeven pointe are eaaentially the aame. 
The abutment eettled about 3 . 5  to 4 . 5  inchea after about 8 . 8  years 
(198 5 ) .  Aaaumina a linear relationship between aettlement and logarithm 
of time will continue , the maximum projected aettlement of the abutment 
ranau from 4 . 4  inches (Figure 94) to 5 . 7  inchea (Figure 95)  at 2 7 . 4  
yeara. After 2 7 . 4  yeara , the aettlementa are elaentially inaignificant . 
Since the foundation is euentielly fine-arained aand , moat of the 
aettlement of the foundation occurred alllloat i-ediately during 
conatruction of the embankment. Conaequently, •oat of the aettlement of 
the abutment ia due primarily to aome eecondary compreaaion and ahear 
atrain of the 52-foot high embankment. Vieva of the northern approach 
pav•enta and the apread abutment are ahovn in Fiaurea 96 and 97 , 
reapectively . 
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ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 
A •-ry of obaervatioua at the aix aelected bridae aitea are 
preaeuted iu Tablea 6a aud 6b. Althouah the characteriatica of the aix 
aitea differ, initial aud primary coDaolidatiou iu all caaes was 
completed before placement of the brid&e approach pavements .  The 
obaerved rate of primary couaolidation uaually waa .uch faater than the 
predicted rate. Aa ahowo in Table 6b, the ratio of predicted t1oo (the 
time for 100 percent completion of primary couaolidatiou) to the 
obaerved t100 rauaed from 1 . 0  to 9 . 1  aDd aeuerally averaaed about 4 . 0 .  
The ratio of predicted magDitude of primary aettlemeut t o  obaerved 
aettlemeut at t1oo averaaed about 1 . 2 ,  if data fr0111 the Parken-Mill 
aite are excluded. In thoae caaea , foundation depoaiu were mainly 
alluvium. At the Parkera-Mill aite, the fouuclatiou aoila were reaiclual 
aud highly overcouaolidated. The ratio of predicted to obaerved 
aettlement at that aite vaa only 4 . 8  (obaervecl aettlement ouly about 20 
percent of the predicted aettlement) .  
Aa ahown iu Table 6a, leuatha of aettlement cradlea rauaed from 70 
feet to 300 feet . The aaximum approach aettleaent occurred at a 
dbtauce ranaiua from 1 5  to 150 feet from the eud of the bridge, 
averagius about 50 to 60 feet. The ratio of the length of the 
aettlement cradle to the aUlD of the •baulaaent height aucl depth of 
foundation ranged from about 1 to 4 .  
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P&OPOSED EMPI&ICAL METHOD OF ESTIMATING RATE 
OF PRIMARY SETTLEMENT OF FOUNDATIONS 
llelationahipa 
Generally , the predicted rate of aettlement vaa alover than the 
actual rate. Perhapa one aeana of conatructina a aore realiatic 
aettlement curve , rather than uling Cv-valuea from laboratory 
conaolidation teata, ia to uae the relationahip between the tiae of the 
end of embankment conatruction, Tc , and obaerved valuea of t1oo from 
aeveral aitea. In Figure !18 , obaerved or actual valuea of t100 are 
ahown aa a function of the times required to reach final arade elevation 
of aeveral approach embankments .  The obaerved valuea of t100 were 
obtained from the aix atudy aitea deacribed above and unpubliahed data 
obtained from recorda of the Kentucky Department of Bi&hwaya .  These 
values were obtained from mercury-filled aettleaent aages and/or 
aettlement platforma . Baaed on a linear regreaaion analyaia , the time 
( in daya) for completion of primary coapreaaion, t100 , aay be eatimated 
from 
(2 ) 
If the tiae Tc 1a known, then the time for coapletion of primary 
compreaaion aay be eatiaated. If the tiae of completion of conatruction 
ia not available , then the value of Tc aay be eatiaated from Figure 9 9 .  
In that figure, the loaarithm of tiae (in daya) required to reach grade 
e levation, Be ( feet) , ia ahown aa a function of the logarithm of the 
beiaht of eabankaent. Data were obtained from the aix atudy aitea and 
unpublhhed data from file• of the Kentucky Departaent of Highways .  
-
Altbouah conaiderable data acatter occurs in the loa Tc - log He 
relat1onah1p ,  Tc: (daya) aay be approxiaated by 
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Subatitutiug the expreaaion for Tc into Equation 2 ,  t100 aay be 
appro:xiuted by 
To eatimate a field value of the coefficient of conaolidation, C.field • 
the e:xpreuion for t100 , Equation 4 ,  ia innrted into the following 
equation: 
Cvfield • TH2/t100 
• 1 . 6H2/ (2 . 5 + ( 1 . 25)10(1 . 2376 lo&lO He + 0 . 1 122) ) , (5) 
where T • dimensionleaa tille factor (a value of 1 .6 was uaed in the 
above equation and corruponds to about 100 percent 
consolidation) , 
H • thickness of compreaaible atratum, and 
He • hei&ht of approach embankment. 
To calculate the primary compresaion, consolidation teats are performed 
and an eatiaate of total aettleaent , S ,  ia .. de. The averaae 
conaolidation ratio, U, ia &iven by 
u • compreaaion at time T/coapreasion at end of primary 
conaolidation. (6) 
An e:xpreaaion for U a• a function of T ia aiven elaewhere (21) . 
To obtain aettlement aa a function of tiae , value& of percentages of 
total aettleaent are aaaumed. A value of T correapondiug to an aaaumed 
value of u 1a obtained from a theoretical relationahip between U and T 
112 
(21 ) .  To obtain the tiae, t1 ,  for a &ivan percent•&• of total 
aettleaent, t1-valuea are C08puted from 
(7 ) 
Settlement , s1 , corre•pondin& to a value of t1 i• computed from 
{8) 
The coefficient of con•olidation, Cv• is obtained from laboratory tests 
or .. y be estimated from Equation 5 .  Equation 5 is empirical and i• not 
intended as a lubstitute for laboratory values of Cv • It 18 only an 
approximate aeans of obtaining a value of Cv ·  However, it is •uaaested 
that the equation be u1ed in conjunction with laboratory values to 
estimate a tiae-•ettlement curve of a &ivan approach foundation. 
Example calculation 
As a check of the empirical method of constructin& a time-settlement 
curve and to illuatrate the empirical procedure, the profile of the 
embankment at the Eddy Creek Site, I 24 {Station 3988+00 , 72 feet ri&ht 
of centerline) ,  waa analyzed. Tl)e embankMnt hei&ht va• 35 feet. The 
eatiaated tiae to conatruct the eabankment il obtained from 
Tc • 10 {1 .2376 los10 Be + 0 . 1122 ) 
• 105 . 5  days . 
To estimate the tiae at which primary coapre88ion will be completed, 
Equation 2 ia uaed: 
t100 • 2 . 5  + 1 .25 Tc 
• 2 . 5  + 1 .25 (105 .5)  day• • 134 days. 
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At thie eite, the obeerved t100-value vas 150 daye . 
Baaed on a couolidation analyds , the .. tiaated total priury 
coaprenion vaa 1 5 . 2  inchu. Ulioa the coorclinatea 106 daya ancl 15.2 
inchea (the and of priJUry coapranion) , the predicted t100 point is 
plotted ea ahovn in Fiaure 100. The coefficient of prilll&ry coapreasion 
ia obtainecl from the empirical expreaaion 
Cv • TH
2/ tl00 
• 1 . 6 B2 1 c2 • 5 + c1 ;25)1o <l . 2376 loa10 Be + 0. 1 122)) 
• 1 4 . 59 ft2/day . 
Uaina the obaerved t100 obtained from aettleaent aeaaureaenta , the 
obaerved value of Cvfield ia · 
Eatiaated values of aettlement durina conatruction were obtainecl 
uaina time factora, T, from Reference 21 (NAFACS, paae 7-6-14 ,  aidclle 
panel) . Obaerved and predicted curves are coapared in Fiaure 100 .  The 
inetantaneoua curve vaa corrected for the aradual loadina period, Tc • 
uaina t111e factora in Reference 2 1 .  A linear loadina rate of the fill 
vaa aaaumed for the aradual loadin& caae. The predicted aettleaent curve 
aa conatructed by the eapirical aethod, the predicted curve baaed on a 
laboratory Cy-value, and the obaerved aettleaent curve are coaparecl in 
Piaure 100. 
To completely coutruct the tiae-aettleaent curve, aecondary 
coapreaaion of the foundation ia eatiaated from Equation 1 .  A value of 
the aecondary coefficient of conaolidation, Ca • ia obtained from 
laboratory teats. Baaed on data from the aix atudy aitea, the time, 
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taec:•  over whic:h aignific:ant Battlement uy oc:cur abould generally be 
taken to be 27 .4 yeara or 10 ,000 daya. The aecondary coapreaaion curve 
ia linear vben aettleaent ia plotted ea a function of the logarithm of 
tiae from t1oo to t8ec • 
SECONDARY SETTLEMENTS OF FOUNDATIONS 
Seconciary couolidation of the fo1111dation was a significant factor 
contriblltina to the aettleaent of the approach paveaents at two bridge 
dtea - Kentucky lliver and Eddy Creek. At the Eddy Creek aite, 
aecondary conaolidation was not as much a factor affecting the approach 
pavement aa at the Kentucky River aite.  At the Eddy Creek lite, early 
co118truct1on bad been apecifiad and aome 10 yearl! elapnd between the 
time construction started and the time of plac-nt of the approach 
pavements . However, at both site& the major portion of the aettlement 
of the approach pavements was apparently due to secondary compression of 
the foundation. At the Parkera-Mill aite, foundation aoils were 
residual and highly overconsolidated. �reover, fo1111dat1on aoils were 
relatively thin. secondary comprenion was nominal; that is,  it was 
81Dall and could not be aeaaured. At the Bull Fork aite, aecondary 
compreaaion of the foundation was · iiomtnal and could not be aeasured . 
Foundation aoila at that aite were very aandy and gravelly . Such aoila,  
as expected, did not exhibit appreciable aecondary compression. 
Foundation aoila at the Slate Creek Bite were relatively thin and did 
not appear to exhibit damaging amounts of aecoudary compreaaion. 
Coefficienta of aeconelary compreaaion, c8 , obtained .from obaerved 
aettlement curvea at the Eddy Creek aite and the Kentucky lliver Bite 
were approxiutely o .oo7 . 
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PROPOSED EMPIRICAL METHOD OF PREDICTING SETTLEMENTS 
OF RIDGE APPROACH EMBANJCMENTS 
ll.elationahipa 
In Fiaure 101 , the projected aettle•enta of hiahvay brid&e approach 
embankment& are ahown aa a function of the long-tera factora of aafety 
of the hi&hvay approach embankments at the aix atudy aitea . The 
projected embankment aettlementa are thoae that will occur at the ana of 
2 7 . 4  yeara provided the linear relationahip between approach aettlement 
and the logarithm of time ia valid. Aa ahown in Piaure 101 , there is a 
diatinctive difference between aettlementa of approach embankments 
havina factor& of aafety leu than about l .SO and thoae of approach 
emballklllenu bavina factors of aafety laraer than approxi .. tely l .SO . 
The relationahip between factor of aafety and approach embankment 
aettlement in Fiaure 101 atronaly indicate& that the aettlement of 
approach embankments can be minimized by deai&DiD& the approach 
embankment uaina a minimum long-term factor of aafety of 1 . so . 
Apparently, the aettlement of the approach embankment that occura within 
the aettlement cradle ia due partly to aecondary compreaaion and partly 
to ahear atrain. Aa the factor of aafety decreaaea below a value of 
l .SO , the ahear a train component of the total approach embankment 
aettlement ia INCh larger than the aecondary coapreaaion component . 
When the lona-term factor of aafety of the approach embankment ia larger 
than l .SO, the ahear atrain component 18 a -11 percentaae of the 
total embankment aettlement ; the aecondary coapreaaion ia a •ore 
aianificant portion of the total embankment aettleaent .  Uaina a factor 
of aafety equal to or laraer than l .SO , the ahear atrain ia .. de emall. 
Since the relationahip of approach embankment aettl ... nt ae a 
function of the loaarithm of time appears to be linear ,  then the 
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coeffic::l.ent of secondary c0111preaaiou and shear strain, C88 , llight be 
eatiutecl from 
(9) 
where H118 • aettlemeut (inches) of the approach .. bantaeut clue to 
secondary compression and ahear atrain, 
He • height of embankment (inches) , 
tc • t ime (clays) of placement of approach pavement (the time 
between the start of embankment construction and the 
placement of the approach pavement) , and 
taa • time (clays) at the end of aignificant secondary compression 
and 1hear 1train of the approach embankment . 
Uling Equation 9 ,  values of c118 were computed for five of the aix study 
lites . If the logarithm of the reciproc1l of C88 (or l/C111) ia plotted 
aa a function of the logarithm of the ratio, Fr • of the approach 
embankment height , He , to the lone-term factor of safety, F ,  then an 
approximate linear relationship ia obtained (Figure 102) : 
and 
1/c18 • 10 
(-1 .5013 lo&1o Fr + 4 . 6755) 
ao that 
c • 1o ( 1 .5013 log10 Fr- 4 . 6755) Ill 
(10) 
(11)  
(12) 
Using the value of C18 estimated from Equation 12 , the aettleaent of the 
approach eabankllent clue to secondary settlement and shear atr .. in, Ha s •  
ia aatimatecl from 
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B • (lo(l .S013 loa10 Fr- 4 .67SS) ) B loa ( t  /t ) aa e 10 aa c 
Dedan E:umple 
(13) 
(14) 
To illu8trate the uae of equations 12 throuah 14 aa a means of 
eatimating the aecondary and ahear atrain aettlement within the 
aettlement cradle of an approach, embankment , the following e:umple is 
deacribed. configuration of the embankment and foundation are ahown in 
Fiaure 46 . The approach embankment ia 75 feet in hai&ht on an alluvial 
floodplain. Detailed aubaurface exploration of the approach embankment 
foundation ahowed that the foundation waa only about 12 feet in 
thicltne81 and consbted of clayey ailu and aanda with aome aravel.  
Conventional conaolidation teats ware performed on undiaturbad aoil 
aamplea recovered from the foundation. leaulta from the conaolidation 
taata were uaed to predict the maanitude and rate of foundation 
aettlement .  Baaed on the conaolidation analyaia, approximately 14 
inchea of initial and primary conaolidation would occur in about 100 
daya after the atart of embankment conatruction. The approach pavements 
will be placed aome 800 daya after atart of conatruction. Bence , 
aufficiant time ia available for primary conaolidation to occur before 
placement of the approach paveaenta. To check the analyaia, aettlement 
aaaea ware to be inatallad on the foundation to track the aettlement of 
the foundation during conatruction. 
Additionally , two rowa of concrete aattlemant monuaanta ware to be 
inatallad on top of the embankment iamediately after arada elevation of 
the aabankment was reached .  The monuments will be apacad on 20-foot 
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intervale over a diatance of approxiaately 500 feet -- S tiaea (height 
of fill + foundation thickneaa) -- behind the abutaenta .  To avoid the 
influence of froat heave, the aonumenta are to extend to a �Diaum depth 
of about 3 to 4 feet below grade elevation. ElevaUone of the aonUIIIents 
will be obtained during conatruction. Settlement& of the concrete 
aonumenta will be plotted aa a function of the logarithll of t:l.llle. 
Bence, the actual aettlement of the emballklllent and foundation uy be 
obaerved and the trend of the approach aettlement can be eatabliahed. 
Provided the relationship between aettlement, aa obtained from the 
aonuaenta, and logarithm of t ime ia linear, the aettl .. ent behavior of 
the emballklllent and foundation can be predicted at acme future date. 
Bence,  theae data will be uaeful in deciding whether temporary approach 
pavement& ahould be inatalled , with the permanent approach pavements to 
be inatalled at acme future time or whether permanent approach pavements 
aay be inatalled immediately . If the projected aettleaent-logarithm of 
time relationahip ahowa that nall amounu of aettl-nt will occur at 
acme future time, and provided early conatruction ia apecified, then 
abutment& on apread footings could be coneidered. The coefficient of 
aecondary compreaaion for foundation aoila ia obtained from the 
conaolidation te8ta. Uling Equation 1 1 ,  aecondary comprealion and ahear 
atrain waa eatiaated to be very amall. 
Since aettlement of the foundation b fairly ineignificant, then 
aoat of the approach aettlement will occur in the approach embankment . 
Conaolidated-undrained triaxial taata with pore-pre .. ure aeaaurementll 
were performed on undiaturbed aamplea from the foundation. The 
effective atreaa parameters , ;� and c� , of the foundation were 
determined to be 31 degree& and 0 ,  reapectively . Fill uteriala for the 
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approach embankment will be obtained from an adjacent cut aection. Rock 
core aaaplea ahowed that the borrow aateriala conaiated of interbedded 
ahalea and aandatonea . Slake-durability teats shoved a large portion of 
the aaterial was non-durable ehalea. To eatiaate effective atress 
paraaetera of the fill aateriala, conaolidated-undrained triaxial tests 
with pore-preaaure meaaurementa were perforaed on reaolded aaaplea of a 
conglomerate llliz of non-durable ehele8 and aandatonea . A aoilture­
denaity teat (ASTM D 698) was performed on the aizture to e�tablish 
remolding conditione. Triaxial apecimens were remolded to 98 percent of 
aaximum dry denaity and optimum water content. Triaxial teata yielded a 
,, of 29.8  degrees and a amall coheaion, c' , of 70 pounds per square 
foot. It was eatimated that the ground water level would probably rise 
into the fill to a level about 10 feet above the oriainal aroundline. 
Baaed on effective 1treaa 1trength parameter• 1nd e1tiaates of long-term 
pore preaaurea, a 1tability analyaia of the approach embankment yielded 
a factor of aafety of 1 .27 . To check the 1ettleaent of the approach 
fill within the 1ettlement cradle , Equations 1 2  throuah 14 were used. 
The approach pavement& were to be conatructed aoae 800 daya ( tc> after 
atart of conatruction. The delianer checlta the aettlement uling an 
e1aumed value of 10 ,000 daya for t88 • From equation 12,  an e1timate of 
the coefficient of 1econdary compreaaion and 1hear &train ia computed: 
c.. . 10 
( 1 .5013 10&10 (75/ 1 .27) - 4 .6755) 
- 0 . 00963. 
From Equation 13 , the aettlement at the end of 27 .4 yeara wa1 eltimated: 
u18 • C18 Be log10(t18/tc) 
,_ 
• (0.00963) (75 ft) (l2 in. /ft) (lo&(lO ,OOO daya/800 days) ) 
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• 9 • .5 inches . 
This amount of settlement is not acceptable. Bence, options to increase 
the factor of safety of the fill were couidered. The first feature 
consisted of a shear key and a small berm at the toe of the fill. The 
second feature co��&ista of conatructing the lower 10 feet of the fill of 
rock to minimize the build-up of pore preaaures in the lower portion of 
the embankment and therefore inaure that the factor of safety will not 
be reduced at aoae future date. Using theae deaign alternatives , 
another stability analysis waa performed. A long-term factor of safety 
of 1 .6.5 was obtained. From Equation 1 3 ,  
10( 1  • .5013 log (7.5/1 .6.5) - 4 .6755) 10 
• 0 . 00612 , 
and the estimated 1ettlemeot is 
• (0 . 0065) (7.5 ft)(12in/ft) (log (10 ,000 days/800 daya) ) 
• 6 . 4  inchea. 
Although 6 . 4  inches of 1ettlement is large , it was acceptable .  Other 
options to increase the factor of safety involved lengthening the bridge 
to decrease the slope of the approach embankment and increase the long-
term factor of safety . To reduce the 1ettlemeot to a tolerable range (2 
t o  3 inches) ,  the factor of safety would have to be increased to about 
3 . 0 .  That was uneconomical. To determine the t ime at which a pe11111nent 
pavement should be constructed, Equation 13 was solved for tsa aaauming 
that when the settlement reached 2 . 5  inches ,  the approach woula require 
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a011e fom of uintewance - either patch:l.q or IIUdjack.iq. From 
Equation 13 , 
(15) 
or 
(16) 
Then 
tas • (800 daya) 10( (2 .5 ) / (0 .0065) (75 ft) (12 :l.n. /ft) ) . 
• 2 ,140 daya or 5 . 9  yeara after the atart of cowatruc:t:l.on. 
Hance, approach pavement& would require uintenance about 3 . 7  years (5 .5 
yra.-2 .2 yra . )  after placement .  Additionally, approach pavement& would 
require .. intenance aaain after 15.7  years . Hence , after 1 3 . 5  years in 
aervice, about 5 inche1 of aettlement would occur. Only 1 .4 inches of 
aettlement would occur in the time apan from 1 3 . 5  years to 2 7 . 2  years . 
Hance, permanent pavements could be installed after 1 3 . 5  years .  
COMPACTION 
The lack of proper compaction of approach emb1ukment1 appeared to be 
a ujor factor laadiq to aettlement of the approach pavement• at the 
Bull Fork Creek lite and the Slate Creek lite. Approach embankments at 
those two aitea were con•truc:tad of a llixture of broken no-durable 
ahale1 and hard durable rocks (1andatone and lt.eltone) . Under 
coapaction apecifications (22) axiatina at the tiae (1965) these 
approach eabankmenta were constructed, lift thickneaaaa of 2 to 3 feet 
were permitted. At that time, no distinction val ude betvee� durable 
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aDd nondurable shales .  aacent studies (23-26) have shown that 
compaction of aizturee of noa-durable shales aDd durable �hard rocks is 
e:trDely difficult uBin& conventional co��p&ction equipment . 
Difficultiea arhe because durable rocka are not broken down du'ring 
compaction and, with the pa .. age of time, non-durable ehalea tend to 
weather and degrade , leaving voids in tpe fill. Such condition may lead 
to vol111e changes iD the fill ancl hence lucia to aettlDent of bridge 
approaches .  Moreover , relatively large lift thicknesses tencl to 
aggravate thia condition. 
Secondary compression of the foundation at the Bull Fork ancl Slate 
Creek aitea was only nominal. Consequently , aettlement of the approach 
pave�enta was mainly clue to e volume change in the embankment. Approach 
pavement settlements,  aa ahown in Table 6 ,  at both aitea were auch more 
pronounced than at the Parken Mill, Ecldy Creek, ancl Kentucky River 
aitea . At the latter three aites , approach embankments were compacted 
in about 1-foot lifta . Those embankment& were constructed of granular 
aateriala ancl ailty clay a .  Generally, compaction of those ubenkllents 
poaecl no major proble��a . 
LATERAL MOVEMENTS 
Relatively large lateral aovementa ,  aa aeaaurecl by e elope 
inclinometer, occurred at the Bull Fork Creek aite. Thoae approach 
embankmentl were aituatecl on natural ground alopina toward the bridge 
eDda. Lateral aovuenu of the eaatern approach Dbankllent were 4 to 6 
inche� . That approach embankment settled at least S inchea . Lateral 
aovuenu recorded by elope inclinoaeten at the Eddy Creek, Kentucky 
River, and Slate Creek aites were only nominal (<0.5 - 1_.0 inch) . 
Bence ,  lateral aoveaenta at tboae aite& were not a factor leading to 
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aettlaent of the br:l.ciae approach pevaenu .  At the Bull Fork Creek 
e:l.te, lateral aovaaents were a aajor factor, as vee poor coapact:l.on of 
the approach aallankaenta.  Baaed on caae h:l.atoriaa at other aites 
(13-16) , larae lateral aoveaent was a proa:l.nent factor leeciina to the 
aettlaent of the approach peveaenu . Lateral aovuenu were most 
proa:l.nent where the approach eaabankmenta were located on foundations 
that eloped toward the ends of br:l.daea.  
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
Baaed on information compiled froaa obaervationa at eix aelected 
bridge dtea , the followina concluaions are preaented (theae findinas 
ere elao eupported froaa data accUJDulated fr0111 other obaervat:l.ons 
publiahed elaewhere (l-5 and 14-17 ) :  
1 .  Settlement of brid&e approach foundation& contributes 
aianificently to aettleaaents of approach peveaenta .  The contribution is 
dependent on the time at which the approach pav ... nta ere placed during 
the conatruction proceas .  As ahown by aeuuremenu at the aix lites , 
eufficient time exilted for completion of initial end primary 
conaolidetion of the foundation. However ,  it ahould not be concluded 
prilllary coapre11ion of the foundation ia not a factor ceuaina approach 
pavement aettlement . If brid&e approach pavement• were conatructed 
durin& the primary phase, then lerae approach aettlementa would occur. 
In all caaea , except at the Bull Fork aite (weatern approach) , obaerved 
ratea of priaary conaolidation of the foundation proceeded much faater 
than predicted ratea of primary conaolidation. The obaerved ratea were 
aoae 1 to g (average of 4) tiaea faater than predicted rataa. In four 
of the aix caaea , primary conaolidetion waa elaentially coapl�ted very 
ahortly after final grade elevation of the approach -banlaaent was 
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reached . At two Bitee , 1ecolldary c-prenion of the fonlldation was a 
Bi&nificant factor cauainc aattleaent of approach paveaenta . When 
obaerved aecondary coapreaaion vae plotted ae a function of locaritha of 
time , a linear relationahip waa obtained. 
2 .  Iaproper coapaction of approach eabankaente aay lead to 
eettleaent of approach paveaenta.  Improper compaction aay be the result 
of iaproper identification of the aateriale uaed to conatruct the 
approach embanlaaenu . At two 11 t88 (Slate Creek and Bull Fork Creek) 
where approachee were conatructed of a mixture of durable rocka and non­
durable ahales and in 2- to 3-foot lif u ,  large approach pavement 
eettlementa (>4 inchea) occurred .  Other caae hiatoriea (14-17) aiailar 
to the Bull Fork and Slate Creek aitea aupport thia finding. Approach 
pavuenta at the Slate Creek and Bull Fork Creek aitea were mudjacked 
and patched on aeveral occaaiona . secondary coapreaaion of the 
foundation waa nominal at either aite. At the Slate Creek aite, only 
nominal lateral aoveaenta were obaerved. Bence, pavement aettleaents 
were a reault of volume change of the approach embankment. At the Bull 
Fork a ita , both larce lateral aovements and volume changes of the 
approach embankment occurred .  
3 .  Bridge approach embanlaaenta and fouudationa that exhibit amall 
poat-conatruction settlement and that cauae nominal approach pavement 
aettlementa aay be conatructed. Small pavement aettlements (initial, 
priaary, and aecondary coapreaaion of the foundation) at the Parkers 
Mill aite were completed before placement of approach pavements . 
Stability of the approach eabanlaaent was very hi&h (factor of aafety of 
2 .53) . No lateral aoveaenta of the approach eabankaent vae evident -­
the abutaente are atill vertical. The approach embanlaaent vaa compacted 
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in approximately 1-foot lifts . No serioue erosion around the abutment 
vas obaerved . Althouah the approach pav ... nu have been patched , the 
patching 18 very thin and pavaent aettleaenu are laaa than about 1 
inch. 
Uaing appropriate conatruction uteriab , auch u aelact sranular 
.. terial, and &pacifying early conatruction of approach •bankments , 
poat-conltruction aettlement of approach pavaenta uy be reduced 
Bi&nificantly, aa Uluatrated by aettlaent data from the Eddy Creek 
aite. At that aite, aome 8 yeara elapaed between the completion of the 
approach ambankmenta and placement of the approach pavementa.  
4 .  Lateral movements of approach embanlaaenu due to ahear a train 
.. y . lead to nttlement of approach pavementa. At the Bull Fork Creek 
aite, large lateral movements (which cauae ahear a train aettlement) , 
occurring over a period of aeveral yean in combination with 
deformations of embanlaaent aoils due to poor compaction, lead to larse 
approach aettlaenu . That obaervation vaa aupported by other case 
hiatoriea (14-17) . 
s .  Although no direct evidence vaa obtained, aroaion of uterials 
from around the abutment and internal eroaion can agsravate the 
aettlement of approach pavements . · This obaervation is aupported by 
atudies conducted in 1964 and 1968 ( 1 ,  2 ) .  As an example ,  the face of 
one approach embanlaaent was badly eroded (gulliea up to 3 feet deep were 
obaerved) . Alao, uteriala were waahed away from under and around the 
abutaent1 , leading to loaa of approach pavement 1upport. 
6 .  Generally, if the embankment had a large factor of aafety (FS > 
1 .5) , 1ettlement of the approach pavement was ... ller than at those 
aitee where the factor of aafety vas relatively low. 
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7 .  Secondary co��preeaiou and ahear a train aettleaent of approach 
emballlaaenta and foundationa 1a a ujor factor laadiq to the aettlement 
of bridge approach nbanlaaenu. Effacu of aecondary coapral8ion and 
ahear etrain aettleaent appear yaara after conatruction and are linear 
with logarithm of time. 
8 .  Predicted priury rates of foundation aettleaent a ,  baaed on 
laboratory consolidation teat parameters , aeldom qree with 'obaerved 
rates of primary aettlementa. The propoaed empirical method of 
predicting the rate of primary aettlement may lead to better agreement 
between predicted and obaerved aettlement rates . 
9 .  Total estimated lettlementa generally were i n  reasonable 
agreement with obaerved total aattleaenta .  
1 0 .  Reinforced concrete bridge approach pavement• have been 
propoaed, and are currently being uaed by aeveral atatea, as one 
1olution to the •bump• at the end of the bridge. However, this 
technique doea not eliminate differential aettlament between the bridge 
deck and approach pavement. The technique doea provide a amoother 
trana1t1on, perhaps , when u1ed in place of aapbaltic concrete& . As 
ahown by profile aaaaurementl at 'the atudy a1tea reported herein, the 
length of the aettlement aone ran&ea from 50 to 300 feet behind the end 
of the bridge. Conaequently , it would be uneconomical to attempt to 
bridge the aettlement aone or cradle at aany aitea. The reinforced 
bridge approach alab would be too lenathy and would, aaaentially , have 
to be delianed in the aaae unner aa bridge apana . Reinforced bridge 
approach paveaenta uy be applicable for relatively aall •banlalents 
and in c:aaea where aaphaltic concrete pavement• are uaed. In the latter 
caae,  and to be effective, a reinforced concrete approach vouid replace 
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the aaphaltic concrete approach paveaent . Thie does uot eliainate the 
•bump", however, but lenene and relocatee the biiiiP to _ a  dh tance 
further back from the end of the bridae . For relatively large 
aabankaent s ,  benefite of ueina reinforced bridae approach paveaents are 
queltionable , unless aeans are adopted to ainiaize the larae aettlements 
that are aenerally associated with larae eabankaent B .  U1e o f  reinforced 
bridae approachea does not addren the factora that cause approach 
eettleaent and ie not a eubatitute for ukiD& careful analyses and 
desian and construction procedures to ainimize eettlements of the 
embankaent and foundation. Hence, thh technique ehould be used only 
after careful sett lement and 1tability analyses have been performed, and 
i t  ehould be used selectively. the technique 11 not a total aolution to 
the problem of the bump at the end of the bridae. At locations where 
reinforced concrete approach pavements are u1ed, profile aeasureaents 
are needed to determine the effectiveneaa of this technique. 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION 
To prevent , or ainimize, the effects of eettlemenu of hi&hway 
brid&e approach pavements ,  detailed attention a11t be &iven to the 
factors -- primary and 1econdary compre1sion, ahear etraina , compaction, 
lateral aoveaents, and erosion -- that uy contribute to the phenomenon. 
Con•equently , a detailed •ubaurface and aeotechnical inveBtiaation (with 
a comprehen•ive report) au•t be conducted. With reaard to factors that 
uy cau•e eettlament of bridae approach paveaenta ,  the following 
recommendation� are preaented and diBCUIBed below. 
Where approach eabaDitmenta are located on coapreaaible foundations 
composed of Bilte, 1ilty clay • ,  or clays, de•ian and coutruction 
technique& alit be eaployed to eliainate or ainiaize poat-conatruction 
Bettleaente . Theee aethode are a• follows: 
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1 .  Preco118olidate the foundation with a aurcbarged. fill . This 
procedure would be uaeful in caaau where uufficient tiae 18 available 
for conaolidation under the aurcharge load. Since the approach 
aurcharge embankllent would be higher than arade elevation, the aurchar&e 
would have to be removed before placeaent of approach pavements .  
Detailed atab:l.lity analyaea would be required to inaure the aafety of 
the aurcharged embankment . Moreover, a detailed aettlement analyaie of 
the foundation would be required. In particular, great emphasia ahould 
be placed on eliminating aecondary conaolidation of the foundation. 
Data presented herein ahow that foundation aoila having a coefficient of 
aecondary compreaaion aa low aa 0 .007 can produce foundation aettlements 
over long periods that aignificantly affect aettlamenta of approach 
pavements .  
I n  aurcharging , the approach embankment ia built from about 3 to 10 
feet above arade elevation. The bridge approach embankment and 
aurcharge loading ahould be conatructed aa early aa poaaible during 
conatruction ao as auch time aa practicable be allowed before the 
aurcharge llllBt be removed. It 18 reco-ended that the length of the 
aurcharge, SL, be equal to approxi .. tely five tiaea the aum of the 
height of embankment , B11 , and depth of foundation, df : 
(17) 
Econom:l.ca and benefit& auat be inveatigated for each bridge aite.  
It aay not be beneficial nor econollical to aurcharge approach 
embankmenta exceeding hei&hta of approxiaately SO feet (11 ) .  When 
aabankment height& exceed about SO feet, a lD-foot high uurcbarge load 
aay be uoaewbat ill8ign:l.ficant in relation to the total load of the 
approach eabankment. 
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When perfonling aettleaent aulyaea , the rate of foundation 
aettleaent often proceeds auch faater than the predicted rate. As one 
aeana of conatructin& a aore raaliatic, predicted aattleaent-time curve 
(mainly for alluvial deposita) , the and of primary couaolidation, t100 , 
is aaauaed equal to, or nearly equal to, the time of coaplation of the 
ubanlaaent or the surcharged ambanlaaent. The ugnitude of primary 
aettlement aatiuted uaing conventional incremental-load 
consolidation teat data. Eati1111ted time for completion of an embankment 
of a given height is ahown in Figure 99. Eltimated aecondary 
compreasion of the foundation is obtained from Equation 1 .  The 
coefficient of aecondary compreaaion, c8 , ia obtained froa conventional 
incrementally loaded conaolidation teats.  In that equation, the ratio 
of t100 to taec ia taken aa 10,  or the value obtained from the ratio of 
t100 (eatillollted empirically or from laboratory teata) and taec 
(aaaumed) . For practical purpoaes , taec ahould be at leut aqusl to 
about 25 yaara . To obtain the primary compreaaion curve, the aatimated 
field coefficient of conaolidation is eatillollted from Equation 5 ,  and 
Equations 7 and 8 are uaed to calculate aettlemenu aa a function of 
time. Uaing the aapirical value eatillollted from Equation 5 ,  the primary 
compreaaion ia calculated in the uaual manner. Thaae analyaea are then 
repeated for the aurcbarged fill. The amount of aettleaent under the 
aurcharged fill ahould be of a sufficient amount to eliminate the total 
aettleaent of the final embankment that would occur in 25 yeara (aee 
Reference 2 1 ) , Whether thh amount of foundation aettlement can be 
' . 
alimiuted in a reaaonable time will depend on the actual rate of 
aettlaaent and aurcharging period. 
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2 ,  If awalyatlD ahow that the uae of a aurcbarged fill ill not 
beneficial or acouOIIical and the cowaolidation awalyaia indicate llow 
ratea of foundation aettlement, wick draiwa or ulld draiwa aay be 
required to increaae the rate of aettlnent. It ia rac-nded that 
auch draina be inatalled in the foundation within a diatance, SL, of the 
bridge end given by Equation 1 7 .  In aome caaea, the uae of wick or aand 
drain& ill combiwation with aurchargiDg aay provide a good means of 
acceleratiD& foundation aettlement . 
3, Completely or partially remove aoft compreaaible aaterial in the 
foundation and replace with rock or a auitable well-compacted aaterial. 
This procedure aay not be practical or economical at deptha greater than 
10 or 1 5  feet or where aeepage into the excavation aay poae a problem. 
In certain aituationa, removal of a amall portion of the foundation may 
be beneficial in ainimiziug effecu of aecondary compreaaiou. It is 
recommended that the benefit& and coata of total or partial removal of 
the foundation be analyzed . 
4 .  Allow aufficieut time for couaolidation of the foundation under 
the load of, the planned embankment·. In aany inatancea, for the case of 
pile end-bent abutment& ,  the tiae between conatruction of the embankment 
and approach paving aay be aufficient to complete primary conaolidation 
of the foundation. However, in other inatancea , it aay be neceaaary to 
extend thia period, whenever feaaible. For the caae of the open-column 
abutment, the embankment ahould be conatructed before the abutment to 
allow as auch time as poaaible before pavement conatruction. In 
performiDg aettlement analyaea , Figure 99 (heights of various 
embankaenta plotted as a function of coapletion timea) aay be uaeful in 
eatimating the completion tiae of a given embankment . The time between 
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the start of construction and the tia the approach pevaenu will be 
placed should be deter.ined or eatiaated. This period of �iae auat be 
known ao that the varioua settlement analyse• aa deacribed above aay be 
accOIIPlilhed. See Item 1 above and the aection• entitled PllOPOSED 
EMPIRICAL METHOD OF ESTIMATING RATE OF PRIMARY SETTLEMENT OF FOUNDATIONS 
and PlOPOSED EMPIRICAL METHOD PREDICTING SETTLEMENTS OF APPROACH 
EMBANI<KENTS • 
5 .  Ule of lightweight fill, auch as furnace ala&, li&htweight 
concrete, expanded 1hale (when available) , coal waate refuae, coal, or 
other aateriala havin& relatively amall unit wei&ht• aay be helpful in 
reducing foundation aettlementa. Such material& ahould be encapaulated 
in a blanket of clay to avoid or lllinilllize the acidity and corrollive 
effects.  
6.  When pouible, approach embankmenta ahould be conatructed of 
aateriala that exhibit amall aecondary comprealion and ahear atrain 
aettlements.  Granular uterials ,  when well-coapactad , will &enerally 
exhibit amaller aecondary compression and ahear atrain aettlement than 
fine-arained aoila. However, aecondary compre11ion and ahear at rain 
aettlement will occur even in vell�compacted, aranular embankment& . 
It ia reco1111ended that apecial ·compaction proviliona be uaecl in the 
deaign and conatruction of approach embankments . soae key elements of 
recommended proviaiona follow : 
1 .  The recommended aaxi.um length, Lc , of the approach eabankment 
where apecial compaction proviliona would be applicable and where the 
aaanttude of aettlementa warrant attention ia aa follova: 
(18) 
where He • hei&ht of approach embankment ancl 
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df • d epth of foundation. 
2 .  The approach •ballbent ahould be c011pacteel to 98 percent of 
ani- dry denlity (ASTM D 698) . The reco-ndad tolerable raqe of 
aohture content about optiaum aoilture content (ASTM I) 698) h +2 
percent. 
3 .  Recommended compaction equipment and aethoda applicable to fine­
and coarae-arained aoila are contained in Reference 21 (NAVFAC DM-7 . 2 ,  
Ma y  1982 ) , Table 5 ,  paaea 7 .2-48 and 7 .2-49 (alao aee Reference 22) .  
However, when durable rock ia uaed, it ia recommended that the compacted 
lift thickness be 2 feet instead of 3 feet . Thia recommendation ia not 
applicable to ahalea .  
4 .  When durable ahalea have a alake-durability index (aa determined 
from JCM-64-513(79 ) ,  27) areater than 95 percent,  the compacted lift 
thickneaa ahall not be areater than 1 .5 feet . See Table 5 in Reference 
20 for recommended compaction equipment and aethoda .  Teata ahoula be 
performed on cruahed apecimens to eatimate aradation characteriatics of 
durable ahalea or rock. Theae characteriatica will determine compaction 
methods and equipment to apecify . 
5 .  When nondurable ahalea ha.vina a alake-durability leas than 95 
percent but areater than 60 percent or when llixturea of non-durable 
ahalea and durable rocka are uaed to conatruct the approach embankment , 
the recommended looae lift thickneaa ahould not be areater than 12 
inches . For non-durable ahalea havina a alake-durability index less 
than 60 percent, the recommended looae lift thickneaa i a  8 inches . 
6 .  To compact ahalea havina a alake-durability index leaa than 95 
percent , the follovina items are recoaaended: 
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A .  Ovenized uteriel - any rock uteriel aeesuriq 6 inches in 
thic:ltne.. end 1 .  5 feet in any other direction should - not exceed 20 
percent of the coapacted usa; thst ia,  not -re thaD aeven 6-inch or 
larger pieces in a aq111re yard . BlaatiD& technique• ahould be eaployed 
to ahoot the rock into piecea as small as possible .  
B .  B.ec0111111ended loose lift thickne88ea are described i n  Item 5 
above. 
c .  Since the netural water contenta of aoat non-durable ahalea are 
below optiiii.IID aa determined from ASTM D 698 ,  the addition of water to 
the ahale will be neceaaary to obtain proper coapaction. It i s  
recommended that water be added uaing only a apray bar attachment . The 
aoiature content ranae ahould be +2 percent about optiallll water content .  
Looae ahale and water ahould be mixed uaina a heavy-duty 24-inch diaka . 
D. Shalu ahould be compacted uaina atatic and vibratory 
compacton . A atatic foot roller having a aillilla weight of 53 ,000 
pounds ahould be uaed to break down the ahalea after ainna with a 
24-inch diak. The atatic tamping roller feet ahould aeaaure a minimum 
of 6 inchea in lenath. Each foot ahould have a ..all area. B.ecommended 
naber of paaaea h two to four. When e vibratory pad dra roller 1B 
uaed, the ainiallll weight ehould be 5 5 ,000 poUDda. When a pneaatic 
tire , vibratory roller 1a uaed, the aiDilliiWl weight ahould be 100,000 
poUDda. B.ecommended number of paaaea uaina the vibratory roller ia four 
to ab. If 98 percent of dry denaity 1a not achieved in ab pa88es , 
then the nuaber of paaaea of the vibratory compactor ahould be increaaed 
until auch reault ia obtained . 
E .  Uae of wclear denaity equipment ia permiaaible only if it 1B 
checked (calibrated) against the sand cone technique . 
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F ,  Laboratory lllllxiiiWil dry denaity and optiiiWil aoiature content 
ahould be adjuated for ovarabe particlaa accordina to techniques and 
aquationa aiven alaewhere (28, 29) before coaparina to field values . 
Secondary comprenion and ahear atrain IIIII)" occur even for well-
coapacted filla. These aettlementa IIIII)" .. ount to 0 .3 to 0 .6 percent of 
the fill hei&ht in 15 to 20 yean (21 ) .  AI ahown in Fiaure 103 , 
eati��ated aatt1ement of the embankment due to aecondary compreaaion and 
ahear atrain for embanlalenta conatruc:ted of fine-arained plaatic aoils 
(CL, OL, KN ,  C&) become aignific:ant for eabankllent beiahta areater than 
about 30 faet.  For other 11111teriala (GW, GP, GM, GC ,  SW, SP, SM, sc, and 
ML) , aettluents become aignificant for .. banlalentB greater t.han about 
55 feet. Bence, in the conatruction of approach embankment& , it is 
recommended that priority be given to aelecting 11111teriala that exhibit 
little aecondary compreaaion. Moreover,  conaolidation teata using 
compacted apecimena of embankllent aateriala ahould be performed to 
eatillate aecondary compresaiona that 11111y occur over a 25-year period.  
Efforta ahould be 11ade in the design to lillit the a��ount of aecondary 
compreaaion. If it ia uneconollica1 to uae aelect 11111teriala or if aelect 
11111teriala are not available, and the approach .. bankllent aust be 
conatructed to a beight areater than about 30 feet of plaatic soils , 
then conaideration · ahould be &ivan to uaing teaporary aapha1tic concrete 
approachea tbat 11111y eaaily be overlayed.  Eatillatea of aettlnents of 
approach ubankaenta due to ahear atrain and aacondary compre11ion may 
be obtained from the empirical aethod praaanted above (Equations 9 
through 14) .  The technique alao IIIII)" be u1ed to eatiaate a 11111intenance 
achedule for a newly conatructed bridge approach paveaant . 
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Fiaure 103. Secondary Coaprudon and Shear Strain aa a P'llnction of the 
Beiaht of Fill (21 ) ,  
Fiaure 104. Typical Croae Section of a Side Bill lridae Approacb 
Eabankaent Where Lateral Moveaenta May Occur. 
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Alternately , profile aeaeureaente of the approach abould be obtained 
periodically for a 4- or S-year period . The aaxiaum aettlement 
occurrioa within the aettleaent cradle ahould be in the caae atudies 
above. Provided the relatiouhip of aettleaent and the loaaritbm of 
time ia linear , a aaintenance achedule could be eatabliahed from 
projected aettlements.  
It ia recommended that drainage ••••urea around bridge abutment• and 
under approach embankment pavement& be &iven particular attention to 
prevent . aurface and aubaurface eroaion. The followin& items are 
propo1ed: 
1 .  Select sranular backfill 1hould be u1ed behind, under, and in 
front of the abutment .  The 1elect aaterial 1hould have leas than five 
percent paasins the No.-200 aieve. 
2 .  The aelect backfill ahould be coapletely encapaulated with a 
aeotextile filter fabric. Protective filter criteria ahould be 
aatiafied .  
3 .  Perforated pipe , or PVC , ehould be inetalled i n  the aelect 
backfill. The pipes ahould run to collection pointe outaide the 
confines of the abutment. Water from theee pipea ehould not be allowed 
to drain onto unprotective alopea of the approach embankment . 
4 .  Some type of permanent elope protection ehould be iutalled on 
the face of the alopea of both river and dry croaainss that lie directly 
under the bridse. Experience ( 1 )  baa ehOWD that eoddins or plants 
frequently do not thrive on thh area of the elope, eepacially in the 
upper reaches. The face of the elope 1hould be covered with a 
aeotextile drainase fabric or aand layer. A thin layer of a!lect rock 
il placed on top of the fabric or und. Protective filter criteria 
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should be aet (21 ) .  Where stream velocities are larae, rip rap should 
be placed over the aaller-siaed select aranular uterial. Baaed on 
peat experience ( 1 ) , concrete revetaenta oftenUaes have been 
unsuccessful because of internal erosion under the revet.aant . However, 
this type of slope protection would probably perfon properly if the 
concrete revetaent was placed on top of aeotextile drainaae filter, or 
sand layer. The fabric would ain�ze the loa& of soil due to erosion 
and aeepaae. 
s .  When drainaae pipea of the brid&e deck are placed directly over 
the face of the approach embankment, aplaah blocka ahould be placed 
directly under the drainaae pipes to diaaipate the ener11 of the fallin& 
water and to prevent erolion of the fill. Draiu should not be 
diacharaed directly on the faces of approach slopes . 
Baaed on obaervationa reported above and other peat ezperiencea (1 , 
2 ,  and 14-17) , a typical lituation where lateral aovemenu of the 
approach embankment frequently occun 11 illuatrated in Fiaure 104 . 
Generally , the approach embanlaaent is e aide-hill fill. The original 
aroundline alopea toward the river. The approach •benklllent ia locateel 
on relatively thin overburden soilil . When the bedrock is coapoaed of 
clayey ahalea, the overburden soila oftentimes contain a aone of highly 
weathered shale. For aituationa of thia type , the following design 
iteas are recommended: 
1 .  If the overburden aoila are relatively thin, consideration 
should be aiven to removal of the overburden aoila and weathered clayey 
shale aone. Benches should be conatructed in the shale. 
2 .  Select aranular drainage uterial should be plac� on the 
benches to prevent encroachment of aroundwater into the approach fill at 
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a later date. Perforated pipe ahould be placed in the drainage 
uterial. 
3 ,  In aituationa aa ahowu in Fiaure 104 ,  coalideration ahould be 
given to uaiug aull rock beraa , or rock ahear keya, at the toe of the 
approach embankment ao the factor of aafety can be .. intaiued at a high 
level. Alternately , the bridge(a) aay need to be leugtheaed . 
tonaitudiual camber (parabolical curve) of the bridge approach 
embankment ahould be conaidered (1 ) .  The aaouut to be uaed at any given 
aite would depend on the thickaeaa and compreaaibility of the embankment 
and foundation. 
BENEFITS OF IMPLEMENTATION 
Past atudiea of bridge approach aettlaenta (l , 2 ,  and 14-17) as 
well as the present reaearch atudy have brought about aeveral benefits 
in Kentucky . Subsurface inveatigationa are preaently conducted at all 
bridge approach embankment• areater than 20 feet iu height . Undiaturbed 
aamples are collected and teated. Triaxial and conaolidation teata are 
performed and both aettlement and atability analyaea are aade. At aites 
where large aettlemenu aay be encountered or where the abort-term 
atability aay be queationable ,  field inatruaentation frequently is 
inatalled to aonitor embankment couatruction and to inaure aafe 
conatruction. By perforaing aettlement and atability analyaea, problem 
embankments aay be identified and the uuaber of bridse approach 
.. bankaent failurea aay be potentially reduced. Additionally, iaproved 
drainase technique& , as ahowu in the Appendix, are Jaeiaa uaed to 
ainiai&e internal eroaion under bridge approach paveaenta . Bence , the 
quality of deaign and conatruction of hi&hVIIy bridae ·.approach 
embankaenta in Kentucky baa been iaproved .  
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Jlecopition of the facton that lead to the 11ett1ement of hi&hway 
bridae approach pavementa 11hould lead to iaprov ... nu in the deei.an and 
conatruction of approach paveaenta and embanlalenta. Loq-tem lateral 
aov-nta recorded at four 111tee ahow that in certain ca•e• lllteral 
embanlaaent aovaenta aay be an iaportant factor. Typically, lateral 
aoveaenta frequently occur in aid ... hill fill 11ituation11 . Prevention of 
lateral aoveaenta .. Y eliminate or help ainimize coatly future abutaent 
and approach aaintenance. Better compaction of brid&e approach 
embankments aay help minimize approach aettlement and ainimi&e future 
aaintenance. Thia · atudy alao 11hows that the long-term effecta of 
aecondary compreaaion of the foundation and eabankaent ia a .. jor factor 
cauaina the aettlement of hi&hway brid&e approachea . If aeaaurea are 
taken durin& deaian, the effects of aecondary coapreaaion on bridae 
approach aettlement aay be minimized. Bence, future aaintenance aay be 
ainimized. 
The atudy propoaea empirical technique• for eatiaatina the rate of 
foundation aettlement and the aettlement of approach eabankaente .  Uae 
of the propoaed method of eatimatina the rate of foundation aettlement 
aay lead to aakina batter aettlement-rate forecaata than thoae obtained 
from laboratory parameten . Conaequently , the technique aay lead to 
improvement• in achedulin& conatruction a taaea of brid&e approach 
eabanlaaenu. The propoaed empirical technique for forecaatin& 
aettleaent of approach eabankaenta providea the deaianer with a 
deciaion-aakin& procedure whereby choices aay be aade concerning 
acceptable aettleaenta and factor• of aafety . AI a reault, the 
economiea of theae choices aay be atudied. Loaical choicea aay be aade 
with reaard to available fundina. This technique will be useful in 
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helpin& decide whether the abutment auat be located on pilea or aay be 
placed on apread footiqa . The atudy atronaly indicates that, in 
certain aituations , abutaents uy be safely located on apread footings 
provided careful study , analysi1 , and deaign are . perforud. Bence, pile 
foundationa uy not be needed in thole aituationa . However, extreme 
caution auat be exerciaed by the deaianer. In particular, it is 
potentially danaeroue to place abutments on apread footinas on 
relatively larae embankment• {hei&hta areater than SO feet) unleaa the 
bridge can be deaianed to vithatand larae aettlemente .  The aucceaa of a 
apread footina delian will require areat cooperation and coordination 
among the aeotechnical deaianer, the brid&e deaianer, and inepection and 
uintenance peraonnel.  
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